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1. Introduction 
As societies face the necessity of addressing climate change, the capacity of forests to act as 
carbon sinks gains in importance (IPCC 2000, 2014). During the past few decades, as much as 
30% of annual global anthropogenic CO2 emissions have been absorbed by forests (Pan et al. 
2011). Further, the world’s forest ecosystems together hold more than double the amount of 
carbon in the atmosphere (FAO 2006). Thus carbon sequestration benefits provided by forests 
constitute a huge economic externality (Canadell and Raupach 2008) that calls for market 
intervention like Pigouvian subsidies. As of yet, forest management is not targeted by any 
climate policy instruments in the European countries. However, New Zealand has since 2008 
applied a system where forest owners can earn carbon credits for the growth of their forests 
within the framework of the internationally linked New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme
1
 
(see Adams and Turner 2012, Tee et al. 2014). Our study applies two novel forest economic 
models to analyze the properties of optimal carbon storage in a generalized framework that 
allows the optimal choice between plantation type of forestry based on clearcuts and 
management that maintains forest cover continuously. 
In most Nordic countries, forestry has since the 1930s been based on an officially promoted 
rotation regime, where forest stands are artificially regenerated, thinned, and finally clearcut, 
resulting in even-aged stands (Siiskonen 2007, Kotilainen and Rytteri 2011, Lundmark et al. 
2013). Also Canadian forestry has traditionally been strongly oriented toward even-aged 
management (Gauthier et al. 2009). However, criticism of clearcuts and discussion on 
management alternatives, such as continuous cover forestry, has recently been on the rise in 
all of these countries (Lämås and Fries 1995, Puettmann et al. 2009, Valkeapää and 
Karppinen 2013). On the British Isles, forest authorities explicitly encourage foresters to 
replace even-aged systems with more complex and diversified forests (Mason 2015). 
Continuous cover forestry (or uneven-aged forest management) targets harvesting to the 
                                               
1 Earning of carbon credits is restricted to forests that were not forest land in 1989 or were deforested between 
1990 and 2007. Older forests are subject to emission offset regulation if they are deforested. (New Zealand 
Ministry for Primary Industries 2015 a, b.)  
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largest tree-classes and utilizes natural regeneration, resulting in a heterogeneous size 
distribution and lacking the expensive initial investment in artificial regeneration. Continuous 
cover management attracts interest as an approach that allows a forest owner – or the society 
at large – to combine timber production objectives with other goals: recreational use, 
collecting non-timber forest products and maintenance of biodiversity (Cedergren 2008, 
Thompson et al. 2009). In addition to being more favorable to many forest-dwelling species 
(Dahlberg 2011, Calladine et al. 2015), uneven-aged forests are likely to be more resilient 
against climate change and other threats than even-aged forests (Thompson et al. 2009, Ray et 
al. 2010, Gauthier et al. 2015). In Finland, the Forest Act reform in January 2014 (MAF 2014) 
expanded the set of permissible management options to allow continuous cover management 
as an alternative to clearcuts. Meanwhile in Sweden, the forest authorities are working to 
produce and disseminate information on the applicability of continuous cover management in 
private as well as state owned forests (Cedergren 2008). 
Recent research suggests that uneven-aged management may be economically competitive 
compared to even-aged forestry (Haight and Monserud 1990, Tahvonen 2009, Tahvonen et al. 
2010, Kuuluvainen et al. 2012). However, the common conception among silviculturalists and 
many forest economists is that while continuous cover management may be preferable in 
ecological and social terms, it remains economically inferior compared to clearcut 
management (Cedergren 2008). This discrepancy largely follows from divergent research 
methods. First, silvicultural studies, such as those referred in Cedergren (2008), typically do 
not optimize uneven-aged management at all but merely simulate stand development under ad 
hoc management strategies. Second, economic optimization of uneven-aged forestry has 
suffered from prolonged theoretical confusions. The economics of uneven-aged forestry was 
perhaps first studied by numerical nonlinear optimization in Adams and Ek (1974). Their 
study and those that follow apply predetermined endpoints that the stand must reach through a 
transition path (see discussion in Tahvonen 2009). This approach is criticized by Haight 
(1985) and Haight and Getz (1987), who present the uneven-aged problem as an infinite time 
horizon problem without endpoint restrictions. Since then, research on uneven-aged forestry 
has branched off into two distinct approaches: the general dynamic approach in the vein of 
Getz and Haight (1989), and the static investment efficient approach introduced in Adams 
(1976).  
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The general dynamic approach consists of optimizing the management of a stand over an 
infinite time horizon given any initial state. In contrast, the “investment efficient” (IE) 
approach aims to define the optimal steady state stand stocking by understanding the 
stumpage value of trees left unharvested in continuous cover cuttings as an investment cost 
similarly as regeneration cost in even-aged forestry (Adams 1976). However, the stumpage 
value of the residual trees represents an opportunity cost that occurs if the choice is a 
continuous cover harvest instead of a clearcut. While the opportunity cost is relevant when 
comparing the profitability of uneven- and even-aged management, it should not be included 
in the optimization model when specifying economically optimal continuous cover 
management (Rämö and Tahvonen 2014). Various other theoretical problems of the IE 
approach have been discussed in Haight (1985), Getz and Haight (1989, p. 287–295), 
Tahvonen and Viitala (2006) and Tahvonen (2011). Yet, the IE approach is widespread and 
the most commonly applied model in forest economic and silvicultural literature on 
continuous cover forestry; see e.g. Schütz (2012, p. 24–26).  
Our study follows the general dynamic optimization train of thought. The general dynamic 
approach has been combined with a (simplified) individual-tree model (Haight and Monserud 
1990) and applied to examine the optimal choice between even- and uneven-aged forestry 
(Tahvonen 2009). It has also been extended to an individual-tree model of Norway spruce 
with five thermal zones (Tahvonen 2011) as well as single species Scots pine and birch forests 
in Fennoscandia (Rämö and Tahvonen 2014).  
The economic research on continuous cover forestry has been purely numerical, but very 
recently it has turned out that the problem can also be studied analytically, either with a 
discrete time size-structured model (Tahvonen 2015a) or with a continuous time biomass 
model (Tahvonen 2015b). The latter approach extends the model by Clark (1976, p. 263) and 
enables one to study analytical features of uneven-aged forestry and the choice between these 
forest management alternatives. The first part of the present thesis extends this model by 
including subsidized carbon storage. 
Carbon storage has been studied mainly by the classic optimal rotation model. Van Kooten et 
al. (1995) examine the effect of carbon taxes and subsidies on optimal rotation and supply of 
carbon services. The authors write that the internalization of carbon benefits generally 
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increases rotation ages only moderately but might in some cases yield the result that it is 
optimal never to harvest (clearcut) the stand. The study by van Kooten et al. (1995) and many 
of their followers apply the simple rotation model where forests can be harvested by 
clearcutting only. In e.g. Nordic context this is a strong simplification since more than 40% of 
bare land value may originate from partial harvesting (i.e. thinning) before the clearcut 
(Niinimäki et al. 2013). The problem of optimal carbon storage in even-aged forestry is 
extended to include thinnings in Huang and Kronrad (2006) and in Pohjola and Valsta (2007). 
Recent research on economically optimal carbon storage include Niinimäki et al. (2013) for 
even-aged Norway spruce and Pihlainen et al. (2014) for even-aged Scots pine, both 
computed using a detailed process-based model. The latter two studies show that changing 
thinning strategies is at least as important as lengthening the rotation period for economically 
efficient carbon storage.  
Research on uneven-aged forest management with carbon storage is also emerging. Goetz et 
al. (2010) present an integrated biophysical and economic model for determining the optimal 
selective management (harvesting and planting) regime for Scots pine in Spain when 
considering timber production and carbon sequestration in the biomass, wood products and 
forest soil. They conclude that an increase in carbon price leads to a notable increase in the 
number of trees, and that sequestration costs are significantly lower for changes in forest 
management than for a change in land use.  
Pukkala et al. (2011) compare uneven- and even-aged management systems “in spruce and 
pine stands in terms of timber, carbon, and bilberry benefits”. Buongiorno et al. (2012) 
present a compromise policy that maximizes carbon storage while maintaining a rate of return 
on the capital of standing trees equal to the interest rate. However, both Pukkala et al. (2011) 
and Buongiorno et al. (2012) apply the economically flawed IE approach. Parajuli and Chang 
(2012), in turn, apply what they call “the generalized Faustmann formula” for uneven-aged 
management with carbon sequestration. The formulation of the optimization problem is a 
variation of the IE approach. According to their results, carbon subsidies will not alter the 
optimal solutions for uneven-aged loblolly pine stands significantly. 
In short, there is a solid body of research on economically optimal carbon storage in even-
aged forestry with and without optimized thinning. For uneven-aged forestry, the number of 
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such studies is quite limited, and most of the existing studies apply optimization methods that 
leave considerable room for improvement. Furthermore, no analytical solutions have been 
presented for the problem of uneven-aged forestry with carbon storage. Also completely 
missing is a theoretically sound comparison of the optimality of the two management systems 
when carbon storage is subsidized.  
The objectives of this thesis are as follows: The aim is to present analytical and numerical 
results on optimal carbon storage in boreal forestry based on dynamic optimization. Such 
results have not been published for continuous cover forestry. Further, the aim is to obtain the 
first results on how carbon storage changes the optimal choice between continuous cover 
forestry and management based on clearcuts. In addition, by examining the same economic 
question using first a stylized biomass harvesting model and then an ecologically and 
economically more detailed size-structured model, we aim to highlight some merits and limits 
of these two approaches. We limit our analysis to management choices of a price-taking forest 
owner operating under perfect capital markets and perfect information on future economic 
and ecological parameters. Carbon storage can be described in a very detailed manner, but in 
this thesis it is restricted to cover carbon in living and dead trees and in wood products. Thus, 
details related to soil carbon and branches, for example, are left out. 
The economic model presented in the first part of this study is an extension of the model that 
was introduced in Kilkki and Väisänen (1969), further developed in Clark (1976)
2
 and 
revisited in Tahvonen (2015a, b). The model combines elements of the Schaefer biomass 
harvesting model with the Faustmann rotation model (Schaefer 1957, Faustmann 1849). In 
Tahvonen (2015a, b), the assumptions on the aging function are revised to account for natural 
regeneration: the decreasing growth of the aging original trees is supplemented by the density 
dependent growth of new, naturally regenerated trees. Thus, by approximating the dynamics 
of uneven-aged forests, the stylized model enables the analysis of both uneven-aged forestry 
and the choice between forest management alternatives. Our study adds subsidized carbon 
sequestration following the van Kooten et al. (1995) formulation, where carbon subsidies 
depend on the change in wood biomass.  
                                               
2 The basic properties of the model have been further investigated in Cawrse et al. (1984) and Betters et al. 
(1991). 
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In the second part of the thesis, the economic question is studied numerically using a size-
structured transition matrix model with empirically estimated Scandinavian growth data. This 
approach is based on the general dynamic optimization model for uneven-aged forestry (cf. 
Getz and Haight 1989, Haight and Monserud 1990) as extended in Tahvonen (2015a). Thus, it 
produces a more accurate description of the complex dynamics of uneven-aged stands, their 
internal structure, as well as the size of optimally harvested trees and the division of harvest to 
saw timber and pulpwood, for example. Earlier results on carbon sequestration within this 
research tradition have not been presented. The results produced by this detailed model will 
be compared and interpreted against the analytical results and insight gained using the 
continuous time biomass approach.  
Finally, based on the analysis presented in this thesis, we discuss some current policy issues 
relating to carbon storage in forestry. Specifically, we comment the questions of different 
carbon subsidy systems and their effects on economically optimal forest management within 
the context of climate policy and carbon accounting.  
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2. Biomass model for optimal thinning and rotation  
2.1 The optimization problem 
Studying the effects of carbon subsidization on optimal uneven-aged forest management, 
including the choice between continuous cover forestry and clearcuts, necessitates a model 
that can describe both management types and allows the superiority of either one to be 
determined endogenously, by optimization. Such a model, a reformulation of the one 
introduced in Kilkki and Väisänen (1969) and further developed by Clark (1976), is presented 
in Tahvonen (2015a, b).  
In this optimal rotation and thinning model, the goal of the forest owner is to maximize the 
present value of net revenues from the next and all future rotations. Let x(t) denote the stand 
volume (m
3 
ha
-1
) and h(t) the rate of harvested volume (m
3
 a
-1
 ha
-1
) in thinning. Parameter 0x  
denotes the initial stand volume while 0 0t  is the initial moment. Additionally, w is the 
regeneration cost,   the annual interest rate, and p1 and p2 the stumpage prices for thinning 
and clearcut, respectively. The stand can be thinned continuously until the moment T, when 
the stand is clearcut. The optimal rotation T, however, might be infinitely long. The 
optimization problem takes the form 
  
   1 2
, 
0
max
T
t T
h t T
V w p h t e dt e p x T V          , 
subject to 
       0, ( ) ox g t f x t h t x t x   , 
 0, maxh h , 
where  
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   1 2
0V
1
T
t T
T
w p h t e dt e p x T
e
 

 

  



 
denotes the value of bare land, and 0[ , )T t  . The differential equation for stand volume 
describes stand growth as a product of aging  g t  and density dependent growth  f x . Clark 
(1976) assumes that   0g' t   and   0g t   as t   and that f  is a single-peaked 
function. These assumptions on aging are suitable for pure plantation forestry and yield 
optimal finite rotation periods. Here we specify the functions to include natural regeneration, 
i.e. g  remains strictly positive as t .  Thus, the growth and aging functions are assumed 
to satisfy  
       0 0, 0, ˆ ˆ0, 0, 0f f x f x f x x x                     (A1) 
       0 0, 0, 0, lim  0
t
g g t g t g t g

      ,                                (A2) 
 0g f   ,                                   (A3) 
as in Tahvonen (2015b). Natural regeneration implies that even if the stand is managed by 
clearcuts, it will generally not be even-aged but consist of trees of different ages. An example 
of such a growth function for Norway spruce on an average productivity site is shown in 
Figures 1 and 2, based roughly on Bollandsås et al. (2008). If left undisturbed, the stand will 
approach a volume of 370 m
3
 ha
-1
. The growth of the stand is maximized at the volume of 
approximately 181 m
3
 ha
-1
 and the long run maximum sustained yield is about 7.0 m
3
 a
-1 
ha
-1
. 
Next we include carbon storage in the model. Following van Kooten et al. (1995) (see also 
Amacher et al. 2009, p. 72–75), we study a policy where the society pays the forest owner a 
Pigouvian subsidy for the carbon that is sequestered by the stand as it grows. Here the 
external benefit is a function of the change in stand volume, not of the stand volume itself as 
in the Hartman formulation (van Kooten et al. 1995, Hartman 1976). In order to achieve cost-
effectiveness, i.e. equal marginal costs for CO2 emission abatement across the economy, the 
forestry carbon subsidy can be linked to a carbon price – assumed to be formed in an 
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emissions trading market – by multiplying the carbon price by the amount of carbon stored in 
a wood volume unit. Present attempts to implement emission trading include various 
problems and lately the EU ETS carbon price level has remained below €10 tCO2
-1
 
(Edenhofer 2014). Influential estimates of the social cost of carbon, i.e. marginal economic 
damage caused by an additional ton of carbon dioxide emissions (Nordhaus 2014), range from 
$15 to $25–77 tCO2
-1
, all expected to increase towards the year 2050 (Tol 2005, Dietz and 
Stern 2015, respectively)
3
. However, costs arising from the small probability of catastrophic 
damages are difficult to capture in such estimates, implying that the true social cost might be 
even higher (Pindyck 2013, Weitzmann 2014). In this thesis, to cover the middle ground 
between the estimated social cost and the current EU ETS carbon price, most computations 
are carried out assuming a carbon price of €0–60 tCO2
-1
. For simplicity, the carbon price is 
assumed to be constant over time. 
Harvesting wood from the stand may result in at least a part of the stored carbon being 
released, and the subsidy should be cut (subtracted) accordingly. Thus we include a negative 
term, where the harvest rate is multiplied by the carbon price, the carbon content of a wood 
volume unit, and a constant  which denotes the share of carbon content that is released as a 
consequence of harvesting. (In the formulation of van Kooten et al. (1995), the forest owner 
has to pay a tax for the released carbon, that is, the part of carbon that is not “pickled”.) The 
value of  is defined as 0 1.   If the society acknowledges exclusively the carbon stored 
in the forest stand, it is reasonable to subsidize the increase in stand volume net of harvesting. 
This implies that the subsidies will be subtracted for the full amount of harvested volume 
( 1)  , which we call the net subsidy system. The underlying assumption, also employed in 
the New Zealand subsidy system (Manley and Maclaren 2010), is that harvesting wood 
biomass causes the instant release of all carbon stored within it. This could be the case if the 
wood is burned for bioenergy and no substitution effects are taken into account.  
However, if the carbon that remains stored in wood products is considered as well, subsidies 
are subtracted only partially or not at all ( 0 1  ). If   is zero, the society applies the 
                                               
3 In 2014 US dollars, converted from 2004 (Tol 2005; assumed because not reported) and 2005 (Dietz and Stern 
2015) US dollars. 
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gross subsidy system (Pihlainen et al. 2014). In this case, either it is known that no carbon is 
released into the atmosphere as a consequence of harvesting because it is permanently stored 
in wood products like buildings, or (more probably) the responsibility for releasing carbon is 
thought to lie with the user of wood material instead of the forest owner (Tahvonen 1995). 
Alternatively, the policy might rest on the assumption that the wood is used as a substitute for 
a carbon-intensive input, e.g. as an energy source instead of fossil fuels or as construction 
material in replacement of concrete.  
Yet in reality, carbon neither stays in wood products forever nor is instantly fully released at 
harvest. Instead, it is gradually released as each wood product is decomposed according to its 
specific qualities (Pihlainen et al. 2014, cf. Goetz et al. 2010). Decisive, then, is how the flows 
of released carbon occurring at different points in time are valued – which depends on the 
interest rate (Pihlainen et al. 2014). Thus   becomes a function of interest rate. Further, as it 
is the society that defines ( )  , the interest rate in question does not necessarily have to be 
the same as the one applied by the forest owner or any other market operator. However, to 
facilitate the analysis, in the present part of the study   is assumed a constant and 
independent of any other parameters. Hence, within the biomass model the product adjusted 
net subsidy system is approximated by setting 0 1  .  
The problem of the forest owner is to maximize the net present value of the next and all future 
rotations. The control variable is the harvest (or thinning) rate h(t). The state variable is the 
stand volume, x(t). In addition, the problem is to choose the optimal rotation length T. Denote 
the carbon price with cp and the amount of carbon sequestered in a wood volume unit with . 
Now the problem takes the form 
  
            
, 
0
max
T
t T
c c c
h t T
J w e ph t p g t f x t p h t dt e px T p x T V                 ,        (1) 
s.t.        0 0, ( )x g t f x t h t x t x   ,                               (2) 
 0, maxh h ,                    (3) 
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where   
           
0V
1
T
t T
c c c
T
w e ph t p g t f x p h t dt e px T p x T
e
 

   

           



                (4) 
denotes the value of bare land. 
In addition to assumptions (A1)–(A3) it is assumed that the stumpage price p in thinning 
equals the stumpage price in clearcuts. In even-aged forestry with thinnings from below, 
stumpage price is lower for thinnings than for clearcuts because the former are typically more 
costly per m
3
 and yield mostly pulpwood. However, in the continuous time biomass 
harvesting model thinning implicitly targets the largest trees of the stand, whereas in clearcuts 
small trees are harvested as well as the large ones implying higher harvesting cost per m
3
 
(Tahvonen 2011). This implies that the difference of stumpage prices is typically minor. 
Moreover it is assumed that 
0  ,                                       (A4) 
0 1  ,                                       (A5) 
0  .                                       (A6) 
 
2.2 Optimality conditions 
The Hamiltonian function and its partial derivatives read as follows. 
               c cH p p h t p g t f x t g t f x h t          ,                (5) 
h cH p p     , 
    x cH g t f x p    . 
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The Hamiltonian is linear in h(t) and the necessary optimality conditions take the form 
(Seierstad and Sydsæter 1987, p. 397: theorem 16) 
if 0,  0cp p h     ,                 (6a) 
if  0,  0,c maxp p h h     ,                                     (6b) 
if 0,  c maxp p h h     ,                                     (6c) 
    x cH g t f x p         ,                 (7) 
           0, 0,  0c cT p p x T T p p x T            ,                              (8) 
                 
    0.
c c
c
p p h T p g T f x T T g t f x T h T
p p x T V
  
 
      
    
               (9) 
To analyze the sufficiency of the necessary conditions, derive 
     20,  '' , 0, 0 .hh xx c xh xx hh xhH H g t f x p H H H H        
It is not possible to rule out 0cp     a priori. Thus, Hamiltonian may not be concave in h 
and x. However, by the sufficiency theorem of Arrow (Sydsæter et al. 2008, p. 332) the 
necessary conditions are sufficient if maximized Hamiltonian is concave in x . By (6a, b) it 
follows that if optimal h  remains either in the singular solution or 0h   regime, the 
condition 0 c cp p p         holds true implying that necessary optimality 
conditions are sufficient for any fixed value of T . However, as emphasized by Sydsæter et al. 
(2008, p. 336) the concavity of the maximized Hamiltonian does not imply sufficiency of the 
necessary conditions when the final time is free. Thus, the sufficiency of the necessary 
conditions in choosing the optimal T  will be analyzed separately. 
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2.3 Results 
The properties of optimal thinning 
The switching function is cp p     . To maintain the singular solution it must hold 
that ... 0      . Differentiating  with respect to time yields – 0   . Utilize (7) and 
then (6b) to obtain 
     0cg t f x p     . 
Rearranging yields  
      (1 ) 0c cp p g t f x p p        .               (10) 
Note that if cp  is set to zero, equation (10) reads  
       0 0p pg t f x g t f x       
as in Clark (1976, 265). 
To characterize the stand volume along the singular solution, rearrange (10) into 
 
 (1 )
c
c
p p
f x
p p g t
 
 


 
 ,                (11) 
where  
   
0
(1 ) cp p g t

 

 
. 
By assumptions on f  we have   0ˆf x  . Thus, the singular solution satisfies the properties  
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if  
, ( ) 0 ,
, ( ) 0 ,
, ( ) 0
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ .
c
c
c
p p f x x
p p f x x
p xp
x
f x x
x



   
   
   
 
Hence the optimal volume on the singular path will be above the growth-maximizing level if 
the stumpage price is sufficiently low relative to the carbon subsidy cutback, i.e. the carbon 
price multiplied by the carbon content of wood volume unit and the share of carbon content 
that is released as a consequence of harvesting. 
To solve the optimal harvest on the singular path, differentiate (10) with respect to time: 
         (1 ) 0cg t f x g t f x x p p         . 
Utilizing (2) yields 
               (1 ) 0cg t f x g t f x g t f x h t p p          , 
                  0g t f x h t g t f x g t f x g t f x     , 
     
   
   
.
g t f x
h t g t f x
g t f x

 


 
Combining with (10) yields  
     
 
   2(1 )
c
c
g tp p
h t g t f x
p p g t f x

 

 



,                (12) 
where      2/ 0g t g t f x      and (1 ) 0cp p    . The first (positive) term of (12) 
corresponds to stand growth at t. If stumpage price net of carbon subsidy cutback is positive, 
the second term will be positive. In this case, thinning will exceed the stand growth and thus 
the stand volume must decrease on the singular path (see Figure 1). If cp p  , thinning 
level will fall below the stand growth and the stand volume will increase on the singular path. 
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The special case cp p   yields a singular path where   0f x  , i.e. thinning keeps the 
stand volume at the level xˆ  where stand growth is maximized. 
If cp p  , then 0   and   0f x   along the singular path. Thus if the carbon subsidy 
cutback exceeds the stumpage price, the shadow price of the stand volume is negative. This is 
because any increase in stand volume decreases stand growth (   0f x  , ˆx x ) and thus the 
very valuable sequestration of carbon, and provides no additional benefit as the direct net 
revenues from harvesting are negative. In this case, the scarce resource is not wood but the 
remaining capacity for carbon sequestration. The negative shadow price explains the 
seemingly counterintuitive finding that the optimal harvest rate can be positive even when the 
direct net revenues from harvesting are negative: the stand volume is controlled in order to 
maintain a sufficient rate of stand growth and carbon sequestration. As the carbon subsidy 
cutback cp  can never be larger than the carbon subsidy cp  that is paid for the stand 
growth, and the stand growth exceeds the harvest rate, the combined net revenues from 
harvesting and carbon sequestration will actually be positive.  
Given 0 0x   it follows that       0 0cg t f x p        by (7) and if 
 0 cp p    then  0 0h   by (6a). The correct choice of  0  implies that 
 1 ct p p    at the same moment when the solution for    x g t f x , 0 0x   intersects 
the singular solution in x, t  plane and h  jumps to the singular solution level defined by (12). 
This means that initially, the stand is left to grow undisturbed because the net price for 
harvesting is below the value of the co-state variable (the shadow price). 
Next we show how carbon subsidization changes the stand volume on the singular path. 
Equation (10) can be rearranged to 
    0.
(1 )
c
c
p p
f x g t
p p


 

 
 
                 (13) 
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Given 0cp   this equation reduces to     0f x g t   . Since 
1
(1 )
c c
c c c
p p p p
p p p p p
 
   
 
 
   
, 
it follows by the concavity of f  that subsidized carbon sequestration increases the stand 
volume given any age of the stand. This implies that thinning must start later under carbon 
subsidies. Numerical examples of this result are shown in Figures 1 and 2. As can be seen 
from Figure 1, with zero carbon price thinning starts at the stand age 25 years, and with a 
carbon price of €25 tCO2
-1
 thinning starts three years later.  
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Comparative dynamics of optimal thinning 
Define  
 
(1 )
c
c
p p
p p
 
 

 
 
.                   (14) 
By (13)  1 0x / / g t f       , i.e. the smaller is  , the higher is the stand volume along 
the singular solution. Differentiation yields 
 
2
0
(1 )
c
c
p
p p p
 
 

 
  
. 
Thus, 0x / p    implying that the higher is p, the lower is stand volume along the singular 
solution. When the stumpage price rises, the profitability of timber production relative to 
carbon sequestration services increases. It thus becomes optimal to start the thinning earlier 
and reach a lower stand volume. Next we obtain 
 
2
0.
(1 )c c
p
p p p
 
 
 
 
  
 
Thus, 0cx / p    implying that the higher is cp , the higher is stand volume along the 
singular solution. The effect is similar for  , CO2 content of a timber volume unit. When the 
carbon price increases, the profitability of timber production relative to carbon sequestration 
is reduced, and it becomes optimal to start the thinning later and reach a higher stand volume. 
Additionally, note that if 0   (no carbon is released back to the atmosphere from wood 
products) we obtain from (13) 
   
c
p
f x g t
p p


  . 
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Thus, when cp ,  it follows that 0f ,   i.e. the stand volume approaches the level that 
produced the maximum growth. Thus an extremely high carbon price works in favor of a 
growth-maximizing thinning solution under the gross subsidy system where no carbon is 
returned to the atmosphere from harvested trees. 
However, if 0 1  , 
   
 
 (1 )
c
c
p p
f x g t
p p
 
  


 .  
Now when    / (1 ) / (1 ) 0,c c cp p p p p           from above. Hence, 
stand volume on the singular path rises above the growth-maximizing level and further 
towards a level where     / (1 )f x g t      as the carbon price approaches infinity. 
Under the product adjusted net subsidy system it becomes optimal to keep the stand level 
above the level that maximizes forest growth when carbon price is very high. 
If 1   (all carbon is released immediately to atmosphere at harvest), 
   
 cp p
f x g t
p
 
   
implying that when  , /c cp p p p    . Under the net subsidy system, the stand 
volume on the singular path rises above the growth-maximizing level and further towards the 
carrying capacity as the carbon price approaches infinity, suggesting that thinning becomes 
suboptimal.  
Next we obtain 
 
2
( )
0.
(1 )
c c
c
p p
p p
  
  

 
  
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Thus, 0x /     implying that the higher is the released share of carbon content, the higher 
is stand volume along the singular solution. When the harvesting of each wood unit causes a 
larger release of carbon, and thus a larger subsidy subtraction, the profitability of wood 
production relative to carbon sequestration is reduced. It becomes optimal to start the thinning 
later and reach a higher stand volume.  
Finally, 
0
(1 )
c
c
p p
p p

  

 
  
 if cp p  ,  
0




 if cp p  , 
and 0




 if cp p  .  
Thus, if cp p  , then 0x /     implying that the higher is  , the lower is stand volume 
along the singular solution. If the stumpage price net of carbon subsidy cutback is positive, a 
rise in the interest rate makes it optimal to start thinning and thus the flow of stumpage 
revenues earlier, leading to a lower stand volume on the singular path.  
If cp p  , then 0x /     implying that the level of   will not have any effect on the 
stand volume along the singular solution. The net revenues from harvesting will be zero, and 
the income will only consist of the subsidies that are paid according to the stand growth. Thus 
it is optimal to reach and maintain the stand level that maximizes stand growth, irrespective of 
the interest rate. 
However, if cp p  , then 0x /     implying that the higher is  , the higher is stand 
volume along the singular solution. If stumpage price net of carbon subsidy cutback is 
negative, it is worthwhile to utilize the high-growth early years of the stand exclusively for 
carbon sequestration and to begin thinning only when the high volume of the stand starts to 
become an impediment to its growth. A rise in the interest rate amplifies the preference for 
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current net subsidies versus future gains through enhanced growth, thus postponing the start 
of thinning and leading to a higher stand volume on the singular path. 
Numerical examples of optimal thinning 
We apply a growth function specification for Norway spruce that is roughly in line with 
Bollandsås et al. (2008) and assume  
01.2
1.6 ( ) 8
( ) [ ( )] 1 0.065[ ( ) 8] 1 , 0
1 0.04 378
x t
g t f x t x t x
t
   
          
.               (15) 
In all our numerical examples, we set  = 0.7 tCO2 m
-3
 (Niinimäki et al. 2013). Singular stand 
volume paths with three different carbon prices are obtained as shown in Figure 1 (dotted line 
and dashed lines), given a stumpage price of €40 m-3 and an annual interest rate of 3%. 
Additionally, we assume that harvesting a timber volume unit releases half of its carbon 
content ( 0.5  ). Assuming the specification (15), the differential equation 
0/ ( ) [ ( )], 0dx dt g t f x t x   can be solved analytically, and the solution is the light green 
solid line in Figure 1. An interception point of a singular path and the undisturbed path is 
denoted by 1t , which is the switching moment and the start of optimal thinning. 
The lowest stand volume on the singular path follows with zero carbon price (Figure 1). With 
a positive carbon price thinning starts later and the stand volume on the singular path is 
higher. If the stumpage price is larger than the carbon subsidy cutback, the stand volume will 
lie below the volume maximizing level and will decrease on the singular path. However, if the 
carbon price is sufficiently large to render the term cp p   negative, the stand volume will 
be above the growth-maximizing level and keep on increasing while the stand is thinned. 
The dependence of stand growth rate on stand age and volume is presented in three-
dimensional space in Figure 2. Growth is at its highest when the stand is young and decreases 
as the stand ages. Given any stand age, the growth rate increases as the stand volume 
approaches 181 m
3
 ha
-1
 from below or above. The solid green line depicts the development of 
an undisturbed stand: when the stand is 31 years old, it reaches the growth-maximizing  
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volume, and as it approaches the carrying capacity steady state volume of 370 m
3
 ha
-1
, growth 
diminishes to zero. As the dotted line and the dashed line show, setting the carbon price to 
€25 tCO2
-1
 increases stand volume and growth rate on the singular path compared to the 
solution with zero carbon price.  
Optimal rotation age 
The question of whether a clearcut regime is economically preferable to continuous cover 
management is ultimately a question of optimal rotation age. Finite optimal rotation means 
clearcuts while infinite rotation means continuous forest cover. The effect of subsidized 
carbon sequestration on this decision is one of the central questions of this study.  
Figure 2. The dependence of stand growth on stand age and volume, with 3% interest 
rate and carbon prices €0 and €25 tCO2
-1
. Note: p = €40 m-3, 0.5  , w = €1000 ha-1. 
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Following the singular path to the end of rotation satisfies (8) as an equality, i.e. 
  cT p p   . Thus (9) can be given as 
          
             0
c c
c c
y T p p h T p g T f x T
p p g t f x T h T p p x T V



  
  
           
 
implying 
            1 0c cy T p p g T f x T p p x T V                .                           (16) 
Note that 
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where  h t , 1t t T   is determined by the singular solution. 
Assume that  1 0y t  .
4
 If   0y T  , the optimal finite T  is unique. Differentiating y with 
respect to T yields 
              
     
( ) 0
1 ,
1 .
c cy T
c c
y T p p g T f x T g T f x x p p x V
p p g f gf x p p x
   
   

               

 
       
 
Rearranging (10) into        (1 )c cp p g t f x p p       , we can write 
       
( ) 0
1 1 0.c cy Ty T p p g f gf x gf x p p g f                                  (17) 
                                               
4 Thus we exclude the cases where the stand is clearcut before the singular path is reached, i.e. thinning is not 
optimal (cf. Clark 1976, p. 267). 
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Because  1 cp p    is positive and g f  negative, y slopes monotonically downwards at 
T . Thus given any finite T satisfying (16), the necessary conditions are sufficient for an 
optimal finite rotation age, which is unique.  
If no finite T satisfying (16) exists, it follows that   0y T   when T  . In these cases the 
optimal rotation is infinite and one should carry on thinning forever without clearcuts. If 
 lim  
t
g t g

  is very low and     0cp p x T V   , then y(T) will be negative when T is 
sufficiently large. Thus the optimal rotation will be finite if the long term yield from a 
continuous cover forest is low enough and the sum of clearcut net revenues and bare land 
value is positive. However, 
          1 0c cp p g T f x T p p x T               
by (10) and the concavity of  f. 
5
 This implies that if the bare land value is sufficiently small 
(e.g. negative), then  ( ) 0 for 0,y T T   and the optimal rotation will be infinite. 
Additionally, if ,cp p   then the interest cost on the bare land value is the only potentially 
negative element in ( )y T , and infinite rotation follows if 
          1 c cp p g T f x T p p x T V            
for  0,T   .  
The interpretation of (16) can be facilitated by utilizing (2) and writing 
       1 ( ) ( )c cp p h T x T p p x T V               .               (18) 
                                               
5
 By (10),
                    1 1 ( ) .c c cp p g T f x T p p x T p p g T f x T f x T x T                        
The concavity of f implies that   ( ( )) / ( ) 0f x T x T f x T  and thus       ( ) 0f x T f x T x T  . 
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This implies that at the moment of the clearcut, the rate of timber and carbon revenues net of 
their decrease equals the interest obtained on the sum of clearcut net revenues and the value of 
bare land. Conversely, an infinite rotation is optimal if 
       1 ( ) ( ) 0c cp p h T x T p p x T V                               (19) 
for all  0T , .   By (A2), (2) and (12),  
 lim ( )  
t
h t gf x h

                     (20) 
and  lim 0
t
x t

 .                  (21) 
Thus when T , the inequality (19) can be given as  
 
 
1 c
c
p p h
p p x V
 


       .                 (22) 
This together with the uniqueness result (17) implies that it is optimal to never clearcut the 
stand, if the present value of thinning and net carbon subsidy revenues over an infinite time 
horizon exceeds the sum of clearcut net revenues and bare land value.  
Comparative statics of optimal rotation age 
To study the effect of Pigouvian carbon subsidies on the relative competitiveness of 
continuous cover forestry and clearcuts, we start by considering whether an increase in carbon 
price lengthens or shortens the optimal rotation. Taking into account that the solution satisfies 
the singular condition (10), the derivative of (16) with respect to carbon price can be given in 
the form  
( )
(1 ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )
c c
y T V
g T f x T x T
p p
   
 
   
 
,                (23) 
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where the first two terms are positive and the third term is negative. The first term 
(1 ) ( ) ( ( ))g T f x T   represents an increase in the net carbon subsidy revenues at T as the 
carbon price increases. The second term ( )x T  represents a decrease in the interest cost on 
the stand value right before the clearcut, because a higher carbon price translates to a larger 
subtraction of subsidies when the stand is clearcut. On the other hand, the third term 
/ cV p    reflects an increase in interest cost through the increased bare land value. Since 
carbon subsidies are an additional source of income to the forest owner, they can only 
increase the bare land value. The sign of the partial derivative is determined by the relative 
magnitudes of these three terms. Thus, a higher carbon price may lengthen or shorten the 
optimal rotation age. 
If 0  , the partial derivative reduces to 
( )
( ) ( ( ))
c c
y T V
g T f x T
p p
 
 
 
 
.                  (24) 
Under the gross subsidy system, the carbon subsidy subtractions are not present and the sign 
of the partial derivative depends on whether the increase in carbon subsidy revenues at T 
dominates the increase in interest cost on the bare land value. 
If 1  , the partial derivative takes the form 
( )
( )
c c
y T V
x T
p p
 
  
  
  
.                  (25) 
In the case of immediate carbon release after harvest, a higher carbon price implies a longer 
rotation, if the increase in the subsidies subtracted at clearcut is greater than the increase in the 
bare land value.  
Hence the effect of carbon price on optimal rotation age and whether the rotation is finite or 
infinite will depend on the function specifications and parameter values. Given the growth 
function specification (15), we obtain optimal rotation lengths shown in Figures 3 and 4.  
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Optimal solutions under the three different subsidy policies are presented in Figure 3, given 
an interest rate of 3%, a stumpage price of €40 m-3 and a regeneration cost of €1000 ha-1. The 
net subsidy system ( 1  ) assumes that all of the carbon stored in a wood volume unit is 
released to the atmosphere immediately at the time of its harvest, while the product adjusted 
net subsidy system ( 0.5  ) implies that half of the carbon content stays stored in wood 
products indefinitely. These cases correspond to the partial derivatives (25) and (23), 
respectively. In the gross subsidy system, all of the carbon is assumed to stay stored in wood 
products ( 0  ). Consequently harvesting causes no subsidy subtractions, as seen in the 
partial derivative (24). Harvesting paths computed for the cases in Figures 3 and 4 confirm 
that harvest rates remain positive even when the carbon price is high enough to lead to an 
infinite rotation.  
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Figure 3. The dependence of optimal rotation on the carbon price, with 3 % interest rate.
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Figure 3. The dependence of optimal rotation on the carbon price, with 3% interest rate. 
Note: p = €40 m-3, w = €1 00 ha-1.
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Optimal rotation increases with carbon price regardless of subsidy system, but the strength of 
the effect varies dramatically. Given the net subsidy system ( 1  ), a carbon price somewhat 
above €30 tCO2
-1
 leads to an infinite rotation. The strong rotation lengthening effect of carbon 
pricing stems from the considerable subsidy subtractions from harvests, diminishing the net 
carbon revenues and thus limiting the increase in bare land value (cf. Pihlainen et al. 2014). 
Hence the subsidy subtraction at clearcut is sufficient to overshadow the increase in the bare 
land value (see partial derivative (25)). Given a positive interest rate, carbon sequestration 
increases net present value and changes the clearcutting decision even if the carbon content of 
a wood volume unit is completely released at the time of its harvest. This is because 
discounting takes into account that the revenues from carbon sequestering precede the subsidy 
subtractions from harvests (especially clearcuts), i.e. under discounting it is optimal to shift 
net emissions forward in time.  
Under the product adjusted net subsidy system ( 0.5  ), carbon pricing clearly lengthens the 
rotation, but continuous cover management becomes optimal only when the carbon price is 
higher than €60 tCO2
-1
. Compared to the net subsidy policy, less subsidies are subtracted. 
Correspondingly, the incentive to postpone clearcutting (a decrease in interest cost on the 
stand value) is somewhat weaker, and the incentive to advance the clearcut (an increase in 
interest cost on the bare land value) is stronger.  
Under the gross subsidy system ( 0  ), the increase in rotation age is very minor. Because 
harvesting causes no subsidy subtractions, carbon pricing does not reduce clearcut net 
revenues at all. Moreover, carbon pricing increases bare land value more than under the two 
other subsidy systems, and the increase in carbon subsidy revenues at the moment before the 
clearcut barely offsets this effect. In short, the choice of subsidy system has a significant 
effect on how much an increase in the carbon price lengthens optimal rotation and the 
competitiveness of continuous cover forestry. 
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The effect of carbon pricing on optimal rotation with 1–5% interest rates is shown in Figure 4. 
Note that all three cases portray the product adjusted net subsidy system  0.5  , implying 
that the middle curve is equal to the middle curve in Figure 3. Given 5% interest rate, carbon 
price above €40 tCO2
-1
 makes continuous cover management optimal. With 3% interest rate, 
continuous cover management becomes optimal when the carbon price exceeds €60 tCO2
-1
. 
Given a low interest rate (1%), the introduction of carbon pricing hardly increases the optimal 
rotation. Thus the rotation lengthening effect of a higher carbon price is the stronger, the 
higher the interest rate. This observation can be interpreted as follows: Under the product 
adjusted net subsidy system, a higher carbon price works in the favor of a longer rotation by 
increasing revenues just before the clearcut, and by diminishing clearcut net revenues and 
thus the interest cost of postponing the clearcut. The latter effect is amplified if the interest 
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Figure 4. The dependence of optimal rotation on the carbon price, with 1–5 % interest rates.
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Figure 4. The dependence of optimal rotation on the carbon price, with 1–5% interest 
rates. Note: p = €40 m-3, 0.5  , w = €1000 ha-1. 
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rate is higher. On the other hand, additional income from carbon subsidization also increases 
the cost of postponing the future rotations. However, the significance of these future revenues 
is reduced by discounting – the more, the higher the interest rate.  
Next, we will approach the problem from another direction by studying the comparative 
statics of interest rate. We differentiate (16) with respect to interest rate and obtain 
 
( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )
(1 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,c c c
y T g T f x T x T V
p p p p x T p p V     
   
   
        
   
  
which can by (10) be given as 
( )
( ) ( )c
y T V
p p x T V 
 
 
    
 
.              (26) 
The first term ( ) ( )cp p x T   relates to the interest cost on the stand value at the moment 
of the clearcut, and it is negative (positive) if stumpage price is higher (lower) than the carbon 
subsidy cutback. The second term V  is negative if the bare land value is positive. The third 
term /V     is positive given that an increase in interest rate decreases the bare land 
value. The sign of the partial derivative remains a priori indeterminate, and hence it is well 
possible that a higher interest rate lengthens optimal rotation. This result is in stark contrast to 
the classic Faustmann case, where rotation invariably decreases with interest rate because a 
higher interest rate leads to a higher interest cost on the stand value at the moment of the 
clearcut (cf. Tahvonen 2015b). 
With carbon price set to zero, the optimal rotation age decreases slightly as the interest rate 
increases to 4% and starts to increase thereafter, rising sharply after 5% (Figure 5). This is the 
case portrayed in Tahvonen (2015b). When the interest rate is sufficiently high, it is optimal 
to avoid the investment in artificial regeneration as natural regeneration keeps the stand 
growing for free, albeit at a modest pace. Under the product adjusted net subsidy system 
( 0.5)   and a moderate carbon price ( cp   €25 tCO2
-1
), the optimal rotation age increases 
with interest rate but becomes infinite only when the interest rate is above 7%. If the carbon 
price is set higher, as in the third case ( cp   €50 tCO2
-1
), the optimal rotation age strongly 
increases already as the interest rate increases to 2%, and continuous cover management is 
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optimal when interest rate is higher than 3%. A higher interest rate changes the optimal 
thinning path by advancing the switching moment and decreasing the stand volume (as long 
as
cp p  ), which impacts value growth just prior to the clearcut as well as the interest cost 
on the stand value (cf. Tahvonen 2015b). Additionally, a higher interest implies lower bare 
land value. This complexity accounts for the fact that subsidized carbon sequestration may 
amplify as well as moderate the effect of a higher interest rate on rotation age. In short, even 
low interest rates yield continuous cover solutions if the carbon price is sufficiently high; with 
lower carbon prices the optimality of an infinite rotation requires notably high interest rates.  
The optimality of continuous cover versus clearcut forest management with three different 
carbon prices is depicted in Figure 6. Along the break-even curves the two management 
regimes are equally profitable. In general, high interest rate and high regeneration cost favor 
continuous cover forestry. A carbon price of €50 tCO2
-1
 widens the optimal application area 
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of continuous cover management considerably compared to the case without carbon pricing. 
However, with a moderate carbon price (€25 tCO2
-1
) the optimality of continuous cover 
management improves only if the regeneration cost is moderate or high and reduces if it is 
low. A lower regeneration cost implies a higher bare land value. Given pc = €25 tCO2
-1
,
 
carbon subsidization increases the bare land value to an extent that overrides the subsidy’s 
rotation lengthening effects. Thus the interplay between the effects of carbon price, interest 
rate and other economic parameters is not straightforward. Carbon subsidization can impact 
the optimal choice between clearcuts and continuous cover forestry considerably, but the 
direction and extent of the change may vary according to circumstances.  
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Supply of carbon storage and wood 
One possibility to describe the supply of carbon storage is to specify the average amount of 
carbon stored in the stand as a function of carbon price. When clearcutting is optimal, the 
average carbon stock over a rotation is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
1
0
,
c c
c
t p T
c
c
t
p
p
x t x
T
d t p dt
p
t  
.                 (27) 
In the case of continuous cover solutions, i.e. infinitely long rotations, we are looking for the 
optimal long-term carbon storage. As seen from (A2), (20) and (21), the assumptions on the 
aging function g imply that the stand approaches a steady state as t approaches infinity. Thus 
we can approximate the steady state carbon storage by evaluating the amount of carbon 
present in the stand,  , cx t p , at 1000t  .  
Given 1% interest rate and zero carbon price, mean carbon storage in the stand is 94 tCO2 ha
-1
 
(Figure 7). The low interest rate makes it optimal to keep a high level of capital in the stand. 
This implies a high stand volume and high carbon storage in the stand. Increasing the carbon 
price to €60 tCO2
-1
 increases mean carbon storage only slightly. Given 3% interest rate, mean 
carbon storage is below 70 tCO2 ha
-1 
with a zero carbon price but clearly increases with 
carbon price. With a carbon price above €60 tCO2
-1
, mean carbon storage is actually higher 
than in the case of low interest rate. Given 5% interest rate, the effect of carbon pricing on 
mean carbon storage is even stronger: a carbon price of €40 tCO2
-1
 almost doubles the optimal 
storage in the stand compared to zero carbon price. Note that the optimal rotation is infinite 
with a carbon price higher than €68 tCO2
-1
 (€45 tCO2
-1
) given 3% (5%) interest rate.  
As seen in Figure 4, carbon pricing increases the optimal rotation age more when the interest 
rate is high than when it is low. The higher the interest rate, the more incentive there is to shift 
net emissions forward in time by storing carbon in the stand – by increasing stand volume on 
the singular path and by lengthening the rotation. These results suggest that the impact of 
carbon subsidization on forest carbon storage may be remarkable, particularly if the interest 
rate applied by the forest owners is high. 
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Under carbon subsidization, the goal of a forest owner is to maximize the combined net 
present revenues from timber production and carbon storage. We have shown that carbon 
pricing changes the optimal thinning solution and rotation age, which in turn influences wood 
production. To study the impacts of carbon subsidies on annual wood supply from a stand, we 
write the mean amount of wood harvested over a rotation as a function of carbon price: 
 
 
    
 
1
, ,
c
c
T p
c c c
p
c
t
h t p dt x T p p
T p

.                 (28) 
In the case of continuous cover solutions, we approximate the steady state harvest rate by 
evaluating  , ch t p at 1000t  .  
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Figure 7. Mean carbon storage in the stand as a function of carbon price, with 1–5% interest
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i re 7. Mean carbon storage in the stand as a function of carbon price, with 1–5% 
interest rates. Note: p = €40 m-3, 0.5  , w = €1000 ha-1. 
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Figure 8 shows the effect of carbon price on the mean annual wood supply with three interest 
rates. Given zero carbon price and 1% interest rate, the mean annual wood supply is as high as 
6.9 m
-3
. The low interest rate makes it optimal to reach a high stand volume and thus high 
thinning yields (recall that if ,cp p  then ( ) 0f x  ). A higher interest rate, in turn, favors 
advancing net revenues at the cost of yield maximization, implying lower mean annual wood 
supply. As explained above, carbon subsidization impacts optimal thinning and rotation the 
more, the higher the interest rate. Hence the impact of carbon pricing on the mean annual 
wood supply is negligible given 1% interest rate but quite strong given 5% interest rate.  
Given a moderate to high interest rate, carbon subsidization changes the mean wood supply 
over a rotation through two opposing ways: on one hand it increases optimal stand volume 
and thus the yield from thinning, but on the other hand it lengthens the optimal rotation. As 
seen from the curves representing the solutions with 3% and 5% interest rates (Figure 8), the 
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mean annual wood supply first increases with carbon price and begins to decrease when the 
rotation lengthening effect starts to dominate the stand volume increasing effect. However, 
the former effect disappears after the optimal management regime switches from clearcuts to 
continuous cover. The regime shift is visible as a point of non-differentiability at 
cp   €68 
tCO2
-1
 (€45 tCO2
-1
) given 3% (5%) interest rate. Thereafter the mean annual wood supply 
increases with carbon price. Based on our results, carbon subsidization is likely to increase 
wood supply from a stand, especially with high interest rates.  
Optimal solution if only carbon storage matters 
There is a theoretical interest to understand the behavior of the model in a case where carbon 
price is very high compared to the price of timber. In van Kooten et al. (1995), this special 
case is studied in the generic Faustmann framework without thinning and assuming timber 
price is zero. Here it can be studied within a generalized setup. 
Given 0p  , the necessary conditions take the form 
if 0, 0cp h     ,                 (29a) 
if  0,  0,c maxp h h     ,                      (29b) 
if 0,  c maxp h h     ,                (29c) 
    x cH g t f x p         ,                (30) 
       0, 0, 0c cT p x T T p x T          ,                (31) 
      
           0.
c c
c
p h T p g T f x T
T g t f x T h T p x T V
 
  
 
          
              (32) 
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The switching function is cp     . To maintain the singular solution it must hold that 
0  . Differentiating  with respect to time yields – 0   . Utilizing (30) and then (29b) 
yields 
   (1 ) 0c cp g t f x p      ,                          (33)                                                                         
which can also be given as  
 (1 )
c
c
p
f x
p g t

 




 .                (34) 
As in the case with a strictly positive stumpage price, we set  0 cp   . Thus  0 0h  , 
implying that it is optimal to jump to a possible singular harvesting path no sooner than at t1 
when  1 ct p    and   0.f x   
Given 0 1  , the singular solution exists if (34) is satisfied with some x x . Following 
the singular path to the end of rotation satisfies (31) as an equality, i.e.   cT p   . Thus 
(32) can be given as 
        
         0
c c
c c
y T p h T p g T f x T
p g t f x T h T p x T V
 
  
  
          
 
implying 
        (1 ) 0c cy T p g T f x T p x T V           .          (35) 
The only potentially negative term in y(T) is V , meaning that if the bare land value is low 
enough, a clearcut will never be optimal. Conversely, if the interest cost on bare land value is 
higher than the sum of net subsidy revenues at the moment before clearcut and the interest on 
the subsidy substraction caused by clearcutting, clearcutting will be optimal even when the 
stumpage price is as low as zero. Such a solution can be reasonable because the early high-
growth years of the stand produce considerable carbon subsidy revenues, and these may 
outweigh the subsidy subtraction caused by clearcutting as well as the regeneration cost.  
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If 0   (the gross subsidy system), equation (34) implies that   0f x   and ˆx( t ) x  on the 
singular path. Respectively,    ( )h t g t f x . This implies that the harvest rate equals the 
stand growth and the stand maintains the growth-maximizing volume. When carbon subsidies 
are the sole source of forestry income and harvesting is assumed to cause no release of 
carbon, it is optimal to maximize the amount of carbon sequestered by the growing stand. 
Note that under the gross subsidy system, the forest owner’s objective is not to maximize the 
carbon stored in his forest stand. Instead, he is maximizing the combined carbon storage in the 
stand and in harvested trees.  
Given 0  , (35) reduces to 
       0cy T p g T f x T V    .                 (36) 
Thus, even when carbon is permanently stored in trees (the gross subsidy system), 
clearcutting will never be optimal if the carbon subsidy revenues from thinning always exceed 
the interest cost on all future subsidy revenues net of regeneration cost, and vice versa. Note 
that when the interest rate is high enough, the bare land value necessarily becomes negative 
implying that clearcutting is suboptimal. Since optimal rotation length depends on the interest 
rate, the solution does not coincide with the maximum sustained yield solution, even though 
thinnings follow the growth maximizing path. 
In the net subsidy system the carbon content of harvested volume is released instantly, i.e. 
1  . In this case, the equality (33) will never be satisfied and the singular path does not 
exist. Hence if 1  , we must choose   0h t t   , i.e.  0  is set at a level implying that 
(29a) is never violated. This implies that the transversality condition (31) would only be 
satisfied if   0x T  , which cannot hold, because the volume of the undisturbed stand will be 
strictly positive at any 0T  . Thus the necessary conditions for a clearcutting solution cannot 
be satisfied when 0p   and 1  , implying that the remaining optimality candidate is a 
solution with no thinning and no clearcut. Thus, the combination of no timber value and 
complete carbon release at harvest represents a boundary case where the stand is neither 
thinned nor clearcut. 
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3. Size-structured transition matrix model for optimal thinning and rotation 
The analysis based on the continuous time biomass model shows that subsidized carbon 
storage may have a significant effect on optimal forest management. Carbon subsidies 
postpone the start of thinning and increase stand volume. Carbon subsidization typically 
lengthens the rotation age and increases the competitiveness of continuous cover management 
relative to clearcuts. However, the analytical insight reached by this method comes with a 
price. The biomass model omits the internal structure of an uneven-aged forest stand. 
Therefore, to see if our results hold also with a more detailed description of forest resources, 
we will next numerically apply a size-structured growth model to a similar economic 
problem.  
3.1 The growth model and the optimization problem 
We assume that the stand is artificially regenerated after a clearcut, and the time interval 
between the regeneration activities and the ingrowth of trees into the smallest size class equals 
some number of periods denoted by 0t .  Thus, 0t  periods after the artificial regeneration, we 
have an initial stand composed of a given number of trees in size class 1. The stand is clearcut 
if the rotation length  0T t ,  is finite. We denote the number of trees in size class s  at the 
beginning of period t  by 0, 1,2,..., , ,...,stx s n t t T  . Accordingly, the stand state at period 
t  can be given as  1 2, , ,t t t ntx x xx .  Let us denote the fraction of trees moving to size class 
1s   at period t  by   , 1,2,...,s t s n x , and the natural mortality in size class s at period t  
by   , 1,2,...,s t s n x . Thus the fraction of trees staying in the same size class equals 
   1 , 1,2,...,s t s t s n   x x . Ingrowth, i.e. new small trees, at the beginning of period t  
is denoted by  t x . Additionally, we denote the number of trees harvested from size class s 
at the end of period t by 01,2,..., , ,...,, 1st s n t t Th    . Hence, following Getz and Haight 
(1989, p. 237–239), the stand development can be described by the difference equations 
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     1, 1 1 1 1 11 ,t t t t t tx x h         x x x                   (37) 
     1, 1 1 1 1, 1,1 , 1,2,...,n 2,s t s t st s t s t s t s tx x x h s               x x x               (38) 
   , 1 1 1, 1 ,n t n t n t n t nt ntx x x h        x x                   (39) 
where 0 ,...,t t T . 
In Chapter 2 of the present study, the Kilkki-Väisänen-Clark biomass harvesting and rotation 
model was applied with natural regeneration included. That model mimics the size-structured 
dynamics given by (38)–(40).6 
As with the biomass model, we maximize the present value of net revenues from the next and 
all future rotations by utilizing the formula for the sum of geometric series. The optimized 
variables are the number of harvested trees from each size class, sth , and the possible 
clearcutting period, T. Following the setup in the first part of the thesis, the harvesting 
revenues at period t are expressed using stumpage prices for sawlog and pulpwood: 
  0, ,
1
1,2,..., , ,., ..,
n
t saw saw s pulp pulp s st
s
R p v p v h s n t t T

   ,               (40) 
where ,saw sv denotes the site index specific volume of sawlog in a tree of size class s. Let us 
denote the discount factor by 1/ (1 )b   , where   refers to the annual interest rate. The 
length (in years) of a period is denoted by parameter . In the previous part of this study, we 
assumed that the stumpage prices in thinnings and clearcuts are equal, which is reasonable if 
thinning targets only the largest trees of the stand whereas a clearcut removes the small trees 
in addition to the large ones. However, harvesting costs might be lower in clearcuts also 
because of economies of scale. This in mind, we use parameter 1   for taking into account 
                                               
6 In contrast, the original KVC-model assumes no natural regeneration, which corresponds to the size-structured 
framework with no ingrowth, i.e. 0  . 
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that stumpage prices in clearcuts may exceed those in thinning. We denote the cost of 
artificial regeneration by w. Based on Tahvonen (2015a), the objective function without 
carbon subsidization can be given as 
0
1
( 1) ( 1)
( 1)
, 
max
1st
T
t T
t T
t t
T
h T
N
w b
P
R R b
V
b


   

 
  



                (41) 
s.t. (37), (38), (39) and 
00, 0, 1,2,..., , ,...,st sth x s n t t T    ,                (42) 
,0sx given.                   (43) 
As in Chapter 2, the optimal forest management regime is determined by the choice of T. If – 
given optimized thinnings – the objective function is maximized by a finite rotation age, 
clearcut management is optimal. If no finite optimal rotation age exists, it is optimal to apply 
continuous cover management.  
In the most general carbon subsidy setting, the society pays subsidies according to the amount 
of CO2 that is absorbed as the stand grows, and charges economic agents for the amount of 
carbon that is released as a consequence of harvesting and subsequent product decay, and 
natural mortality. The carbon content of a wood unit is denoted by   (tCO2 m
-3
) and the 
carbon price by cp (€ tCO2
-1
). As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, logging will not instantly release 
the carbon content of wood into the atmosphere because it is only gradually released from 
wood products as they decay (Pihlainen et al. 2014). We denote the decay rate of a wood 
assortment i ( ,i saw pulp ) by ig  and the harvested amount by iY . The carbon stock in timber 
products at moment  , ( )iC  , decreases according to  
( ) i
g
i iC Ye
   .                  (44) 
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The increase in atmospheric carbon stock equals  
( ) i
g
i iA Y Ye
     ,                  (45) 
implying that the emission level at moment  equals  
( )
ig
i
dA
g Ye
d
 

 .                  (46) 
The economic present value of emissions occurring at  can be given as 
( ) i
g
c iE p g Y e e
     .                  (47) 
Thus the present value of emissions over an infinite time horizon equals  
( )
0
ig
c i iEPV p Y g e d
   

  ,                 (48) 
( ) 0
0
1 1
ig i
c i i c i i c i
i i i
g
EPV p Y g e d p Y g e e p Y
g g g
    
  


       
   
 . 
Hence, per unit of timber assortment i, the present value of emissions due to product decay 
can be given as  
i
i
i
g
g




,                   (49) 
showing that it depends on the interest rate. Correspondingly, after the death of a tree, the 
dead wood is gradually decomposed according to its decay rate mg  (Pihlainen et al. 2014), 
implying 
m
m
m
g
g




 .                  (50) 
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Let , , ,1( )saw s pult p s s t
n
s
v v x

  denote stand volume in the beginning of period t. To 
describe the net carbon sequestration during a period, we multiply   by the period’s net 
volume growth. Net volume growth, in turn, equals the increase in stand volume before 
mortality and harvesting, net of the discounted future volume losses due to decay. We denote 
the volume of sawlog and pulpwood harvested at the end of period  t  by  
, 1 ,saw
n
saw t s s st
v hy

  and , 1 ,pulp s
n
pulp t s st
v hy

 ,  
respectively. In addition, we denote the volume of dead wood formed in period t by 
 , , ,,1( )saw s pulp s
n
t ts s ts t
v v xm 

  x .  
Thus carbon subsidies at t, paid at the end of the period, can be given as 
      1 , ,1 1 1 ,t c t t m t saw saw t pulp pulp tQ p m y y                                         (51) 
where 0 ,...,t t T . Here we call such a formulation of carbon payments the product adjusted 
net subsidy (net subsidy in Pihlainen et al. 2014). This formulation is more detailed than the 
one applied in van Kooten et al. (1995) and in the biomass model in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
We will concentrate most of our analysis on this subsidy system. 
However, as discussed in Chapter 2.1, the society may acknowledge exclusively the carbon 
stored in the forest stand and thus wish to subsidize only the increase in stand volume net of 
any removals. In this case, the society sets 1saw pulp m      (the net subsidy system). On 
the other hand, the society may choose to assume that no carbon is released from harvested 
wood, i.e. set 0i   (the gross subsidy system).  
Regardless of subsidy system, we also consider the carbon sequestration that takes place 
during the planting delay, i.e. the amount of carbon stored in the initial stand at the beginning 
of period 0t t . The corresponding carbon subsidy, given as 00 cQ p  , is discounted to the 
moment of regeneration. The objective function with subsidized carbon sequestration now 
takes the form 
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0
0
1
( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
0
( 1)
, 
( )
max
1st
T
t t T T
t t T T
t t
T
h T
w Q b R Q b R b Q b
VN
b
P


      

 
 


  
              (52) 
s.t. (37), (38), (39), (42) and (43). We optimize forest management under the three different 
subsidy systems presented above: the product adjusted net subsidy system, the net subsidy 
system, and the gross subsidy system.  
3.2 Ecological and economic parameter values 
We apply a growth model by Bollandsås et al. (2008). The study includes functions for 
ingrowth, mortality and diameter increment for Norway spruce, Scots pine, birch and other 
broadleaves under natural regeneration and uneven-aged structure. In the present study we 
apply the functions for pure Norway spruce stands at three different site types, all at the 
latitude of 61.9 ºN. At site SI = 11 the height of the dominant trees at the age of 40 (100) years 
is 11 (21) meters. The corresponding figures are 15 (24) meters at site SI = 15 and 19.5 (30) at 
site SI = 19.5. We use 12 size classes with diameters (midpoints) ranging from 7.5 cm to 62.5 
cm with 5.0 cm intervals. The initial stand structure is given as x = [2000, 0, 0, …], i.e. after 
artificial regeneration and the planting delay, 2000 trees will emerge in the smallest size class. 
The length of a period is five years and the planting delays are 25, 20 and 15 years for SI = 
11, SI = 15 and SI = 19.5, respectively.  
The estimated natural mortality during the 5-year period t  in size class s  is given as 
1
5 22.492 0.020 3.210 0.031
1st
s s td d
e

 
 
 
      
  
 
, 
where sd  is the diameter (midpoint) of size class s and tB  the total stand basal area (m
2
 ha
-1
) 
in the beginning of period t . The estimated number of trees entering the smallest size class 
during the 5-year period t  is given as  
 
 
0.3680.1
0.018 0.06
57
0 6.391
1
54.563
t
t
t B SI
B a SI
e


  




. 
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Note that   is strictly convex in x  implying nonconvexities in the optimization problem. In 
Bollandsås et al. (2008) 0a   and    as 0x . This feature is unwarranted, and based 
on Wikberg (2004) and Pukkala et al. (2009) we set 0.741a  , which implies (0) 100  . 
This parameter has negligible effects and decreases the ingrowth by less than one tree per year 
when basal area is above 2 m
2
. The fraction of trees moving to the next size class during 
period t  is denoted by 
 5 20.0476 11.585 10 0.906 0.0241.2498 0.34 / 5012st s s st td d SI B         , 
where st  is one half of the basal area of size class s plus the total basal area of size classes 
1,...,s n  in the beginning of period t. Table 1 presents the size class specific parameter values 
for all site types (Rämö and Tahvonen 2014). 
Stumpage prices for sawlog and pulpwood from thinnings are €55.46 m-3 and  
€23.71 m-3, respectively. We assume that stumpage prices are 10% higher in clearcuts than in 
thinnings, i.e. 1.1  . Regeneration cost, if not stated, is €1000 ha-1. 
 
Table 1. Size class specific parameter values, per tree. 
Size 
class 
Diameter 
(cm)  
Basal  
area  
(m2) 
Sawlog 
volume,  
SI = 11 (m3) 
Pulpwood  
volume,  
SI = 11 (m3) 
Sawlog 
volume, 
SI = 15 and  
SI = 19.5 (m3) 
Pulpwood  
volume,  
SI = 15 and  
SI = 19.5 (m3) 
1 7.5 0.004 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.014 
2 12.5 0.012 0.000 0.061 0.000 0.067 
3 17.5 0.024 0.000 0.151 0.000 0.167 
4 22.5 0.040 0.214 0.069 0.234 0.081 
5 27.5 0.059 0.396 0.061 0.446 0.065 
6 32.5 0.083 0.617 0.049 0.684 0.060 
7 37.5 0.110 0.856 0.046 0.963 0.050 
8 42.5 0.142 1.117 0.044 1.253 0.050 
9 47.5 0.177 1.402 0.038 1.574 0.043 
10 52.5 0.216 1.688 0.036 1.900 0.039 
11 57.5 0.260 1.980 0.033 2.214 0.033 
12 62.5 0.307 2.281 0.030 2.565 0.031 
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Following Niinimäki et al. (2013), the carbon content of a wood unit,  , is obtained by 
multiplying the wood density factor of stemwood for Norway spruce (0.4 tonnes of dry matter 
per cubic metre of fresh volume) with the share of carbon in biomass dry weight (0.5) and the 
coefficient that converts tonnes of carbon to tonnes of CO2 (44/12). Thus we set 0.733    
tCO2 m
-3
. For the decay rate of dead wood we use the average value for boles of diameter 
sizes 13 cm, 25 cm and 50 cm, i.e. gm = 0.05467 (Hyvönen and Ågren 2001). To obtain the 
decay rates for sawlog and pulpwood we use data presented in Liski et al. (2001) on the 
division of sawlog and pulpwood removals for production lines, and on the division within 
these production lines into wood product lines with different life-spans. The obtained 
parameter values are gsaw = 0.031383 and gpulp = 0.34832. 
3.3 Numerical optimization method 
This discrete time optimal control problem is solved as a large scale non-linear programming 
problem applying Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem and Knitro optimization software (version 
9.1). The software applies e.g. an advanced gradient-based interior point algorithm (Byrd et 
al. 1999, 2006). We optimize harvests with each given rotation period, and increase the 
rotation period to find the one that maximizes the value of the objective function. If the value 
of the objective function keeps on increasing as the rotation period lengthens, the optimal 
rotation is infinite and a continuous cover solution becomes optimal. The optimization codes 
are given in Appendices 1–3. 
3.4 Results 
Optimal thinning and rotation 
We first present the results for the average productivity site (SI = 15) under the product 
adjusted net subsidy system. The optimal harvesting solutions, mean annual volume yields 
and monetary revenues as well as the net present values for interest rates 1–3% and carbon 
prices €0–€60 tCO2
-1
 are presented in Table 2. Optimal rotation age increases with interest 
rate. With an annual interest rate of 1%, the rotation length without carbon pricing equals 145 
years; with an interest rate of 2%, it is 175 years. With an annual interest rate of 3% or higher, 
the optimal rotation is infinite regardless of carbon price. When the interest rate is higher, it is 
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optimal to postpone or avoid the investment in artificial regeneration, as natural regeneration 
maintains a sufficient growth without costs. Additionally, the time delay between stand 
regeneration and the first revenues from thinnings becomes costly when discounting is 
heavier. Because of the strong effect of interest rate, the impact of carbon pricing on optimal 
rotation age is only visible in the 1% and 2% interest rate cases, where the optimal rotation is 
the longer, the higher the carbon price.  
To study the effect of carbon pricing on the optimality of clearcuts versus continuous cover 
forestry we will concentrate on the case of 2% interest rate, where carbon pricing causes a 
management regime shift. With carbon price set to zero, it is optimal to clearcut the stand 
when it is 175 years old, producing a mean annual total (sawlog) yield of 6.6 m
3
 ha
-1
 (5.5 m
3
 
ha
-1
) and a net present value of €8827 ha
-1
. The notably long rotation age follows from 
optimally utilizing natural regeneration during the rotation. When carbon price equals €20 
tCO2
-1
, the optimal rotation age is infinite, implying that continuous cover forestry is superior 
to clearcutting. At the continuous cover steady state the annual total yield is 5.9 m
3
 ha
-1
 which 
is slightly lower than in the clearcut solution with zero carbon price. However, the annual 
sawlog yield 5.4 m
3
 ha
-1 
is almost the same as in the latter. The decrease in timber income is 
more than compensated by the carbon subsidies, leading to a net present value of €11192 ha
-1
. 
A carbon price of €40 tCO2
-1
 also yields a continuous cover solution and a net present value 
of €13653 ha
-1
. Increasing the carbon price to €60 tCO2
-1
 further strengthens the 
predominance of sawlog in the continuous cover steady state harvest (5.5 m
3
 ha
-1
 of the total 
5.9 m
3
 ha
-1
) and raises the net present value to €16170 ha
-1
. 
Optimal thinning is invariably done from above, always fully cutting down the largest 
harvested size class. The reason for this is threefold. Large trees yield mostly sawlog, which 
has a notably higher stumpage price than pulpwood. The relative value growth is very high in 
small trees, implying that it is optimal to postpone harvesting until they have grown bigger. 
Additionally, ingrowth is the most important growth-limiting factor in boreal ecological 
models, making thinning from below unreasonable.  
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Table 2. Optimal solutions with 1–3% interest rates and carbon prices €0–€60 tCO2
-1, under the product adjusted net subsidy system and for site type SI = 15. 
Interest 
rate 
Carbon 
price  
(€ tCO2
-1) 
Optimal 
rotation 
(years) 
Thinned size classes 
(starting from year)* 
Mean annual 
sawlog / total  
yield 
(m3 ha-1 a-1) 
Discounted  
timber 
income 
(€ ha-1) 
Discounted  
carbon  
subsidies 
(€ ha-1) 
NPV 
(€ ha-1) 
Mean carbon 
storage in  
the stand 
(tCO2 ha
-1)  
Mean carbon 
storage in 
products 
(tCO2 ha
-1) 
Discounted  
net carbon 
sequestration 
(tCO2 ha
-1) 
MSY n/a 115 5 (40) → 6 (60) 6.0 / 7.3 n/a n/a n/a 118.3 155 n/a 
0.01 0 145 5 (40) → 6 (90) 6.1 / 7.1 27407 0 26098 113.4 155.2 177 
0.01 20 155 5 (40) → 6 (80) 6.1 / 7.1 27321 3632 29680 120.2 156.7 182 
0.01 40 165 5 (40) → 6 (75) → 7 (150) 6.2 / 7.1 27151 7446 33357 126.5 157.4 186 
0.01 60 175 5 (40) → 6 (65) → 7 (140) 6.2 / 7.1 26902 11431 37120 133.2 157.9 191 
0.02 0 175 4 (40) → 5 (40) → 6 (145) 5.5 / 6.6 9859 0 8827 89.3 141.7 114 
0.02 20 ∞ 5 (40) → 6 (105) 5.4 / 5.9 9760 2431 11192 101.3 135.8 122 
0.02 40 ∞ 5 (40) → 6 (90) 5.4 / 5.9 9672 4981 13653 101.3 135.8 125 
0.02 60 ∞ 5 (40) → 6 (80), 7 (185) 5.5 / 5.9 9536 7634 16170 112.3 138.6 127 
0.03 0 ∞ 4 (35) → 5 (65) 4.3 / 5.0 4813 0 3813 60.4 110.4 71 
0.03 20 ∞ 4 (35) → 5 (40) 4.3 / 5.0 4726 1582 5308 60.4 110.4 79 
0.03 40 ∞ 5 (40) → 6 (115) 5.4 / 5.9 4566 3390 6957 101.3 135.9 85 
0.03 60 ∞ 5 (40) → 6 (95) 5.4 / 5.9 4499 5167 8666 101.3 135.9 86 
Undisturbed stand               
0.01 20 ∞ - 0 / 0 0 4546 3546 305.6 0 227 
Maximized discounted net carbon sequestration over an infinite time horizon             
0.01 20 ∞ 
7 (50) → 8 (75)  
→ 9 (110) → 10 (155) 
3.2 / 3.2 11804 4633 15436 249.5 81.3 232 
* The fourth column shows which size class is harvested. E.g. with 0.01  and zero carbon price, thinning begins in the fifth size class 40 years after the clearcut and switches to 
the sixth size class 50 years later.
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Figure 9 shows the optimal stand volume at the beginning of a period given 2% interest 
rate and the carbon prices €0, €20 and €40 tCO2
-1
. Regardless of carbon price, thinnings 
begin when the stand is 40 years old. With zero carbon price, harvesting first targets 
both the fourth and the fifth size class – trees with diameters of 22.5 cm and 27.5 cm, 
respectively – but soon switches to the fifth class only (Table 2). The intensive thinning 
of the large initial tree cohort eventually causes a decrease in stand volume. With the 
given economic parameters it is optimal to clearcut the stand when it is 175 years old. 
As we assume ten percent higher stumpage prices in clearcuts than in thinning, it is 
optimal to let the stand volume build up during the last 35 years before clearcut.  
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Figure 9. Optimal stand volume development with 2 % interest rate and carbon prices 
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With 2% interest rate and a carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
, continuous cover management 
becomes optimal. Compared to the solution with zero carbon price, stand volume is kept 
somewhat higher throughout the early years as only the fifth size class is thinned. At the 
stand age of 105, thinning shifts to the sixth size class – containing trees with a diameter 
of 32.5 cm – which accounts for the ensuing increase in stand volume. Thereafter the 
stand approaches the steady state volume of 133.0 m
3
 ha
-1
. The optimal solution for the 
carbon price of €40 tCO2
-1
 is otherwise similar to the €20 tCO2
-1
 solution, but harvesting 
shifts to the sixth size class fifteen years earlier.  
Finally, if left unharvested, the stand grows fast due to the large initial cohort and 
reaches a maximum volume of 489 m
3
 ha
-1
 at the age of 105 years. The high stand 
density results in considerable natural mortality, which decreases stand volume until it 
approaches the steady state of 358 m
3
 ha
-1
. 
As with the biomass model (Figure 1), with the size-structured model higher carbon 
price tends to result in higher stand volume (Figure 9). In the biomass model (Figure 1), 
increasing carbon price also postpones the start of thinning. With the size-structured 
model, this effect can be observed with 3% interest rate (Table 2), but it is not present 
with lower interest rates. Within the size-structured framework, carbon price has an 
impact on not only the timing of the first thinning but also which size class is harvested 
at each moment. Hence, in contrast to the monotonously decreasing (or increasing if the 
carbon price is very high) volume paths in the biomass model (Figure 1), the paths in 
the size-structured model may increase or decrease several times as thinning switches 
from one size class to the next. These effects cannot be observed when using a biomass 
approach which omits the internal stand structure.   
Figure 10 shows the optimal number of trees in each size class at the beginning of a 
period. Given 2% interest rate and zero carbon price, the stand is initially dominated by 
small trees, which then gradually move into the larger size classes. At the end of a 
period, it is optimal to harvest all trees that have moved into the fifth size class during 
that period. This implies that there are generally no trees in the fifth size class in the 
beginning of a period. As mentioned above, it is optimal to let the stand volume build 
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up prior to the clearcut. This is done by first shifting the harvests to target the sixth size 
class and then forgoing harvesting entirely during the ten last years, as seen in the 
emergence of the fifth and the sixth size class (Figure 10).  
With 2% interest rate and a carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
, stand development in the 
beginning is largely similar to the case with zero carbon price. However, with a carbon 
price of €20 tCO2
-1
 the thinning effort switches to the sixth size class already at the 
stand age of 105 years, as seen from the emergence of the fifth size class (Figure 11). 
This effectively increases stand volume and thus the amount of carbon stored in the 
stand. Additionally, the sawlog ratio is higher in larger trees, and taking into account 
that the annual decay rate of sawlog is notably lower than that of pulpwood (  3% 
versus 35%), carbon pricing creates an incentive to harvest trees from larger size 
classes. 
Figure 10. Optimal stand structure development with zero carbon price and 2% interest 
rate. Note: product adjusted net subsidy system, w = €1000 ha-1, SI = 15. 
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The difference in decay rates also discourages clearcutting because clearcuts (unlike 
thinnings that target only large trees) yield large amounts of pulpwood. With 2% 
interest rate and a carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
, continuous cover management becomes 
optimal. After the transition phase, the stand reaches an optimal steady state that is 
maintained by harvesting all trees that have moved into the sixth size class (diameter 
32.5cm) during the period in question, as seen in Figure 12a. 
Figure 11. Optimal stand structure development with a carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
 and 
2% interest rate. Note: product adjusted net subsidy system, w = €1000 ha-1, SI = 15. 
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Given 2% interest rate and a high carbon price, €60 tCO2
-1
, the optimal steady state is 
maintained by harvesting the majority of trees from the sixth size class but letting some 
move into the seventh size class, where all are harvested (Figure 12b). These steady 
state harvesting solutions, like all others presented in Table 2, are in line with the 
bimodality theorem presented in the seminal paper by Reed (1980). Reed (1980) shows 
that when maximizing sustained yield using an age-structured model, it is optimal either 
to harvest only one age class partially or totally, or to harvest one age class partially and 
an older age class totally. Even though our approach – dynamic economic optimization 
with a size-structured model – extends considerably from that of Reed (1980), his main 
results still hold.
7
  
Figure 13 presents the optimality of continuous cover and clearcut forest management 
with the carbon prices €0, €20 and €40 tCO2
-1
. The two management regimes are 
equally profitable along the break-even curves. As stated in Chapter 2, high interest rate 
and high regeneration cost favor continuous cover forestry (see Tahvonen 2015a, 
Tahvonen and Rämö 2015). Without carbon pricing and with a regeneration cost of 
                                               
7 In Tahvonen (2014), Reed’s result is analytically generalized to a size-structured model with 
discounting. 
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€1000 (€1500) ha-1, continuous cover forestry becomes optimal when the interest is 
above 2.1% (1.8%). A carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
 widens the optimal application area of 
continuous cover management somewhat compared to the case without carbon pricing. 
The difference is at its smallest when the regeneration cost is approximately €500 ha-1. 
With a carbon price of €40 tCO2
-1
 the scope of continuous cover forestry is widened 
even further: given a regeneration cost of €1000 (€1500) ha-1, continuous cover forestry 
is optimal when the interest is above 1.7% (1.5%). Figure 13 can be compared to Figure 
6 that presents corresponding break-even curves computed using the biomass model. 
The overall message of both figures is the same: high interest rate, high regeneration 
cost and high carbon price favor continuous cover management over clearcuts. 
However, in the biomass setting a low-to-moderate carbon price supports the optimality 
of clearcuts if the regeneration cost is low.  
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Figure 13. The optimality of continuous cover forestry vs. clearcuts with carbon 
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. Note: product adjusted net subsidy system, SI = 15.
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In the maximum sustained yield solution (Table 2), thinning targets first the fifth and 
then the sixth size-class, and the stand is clearcut at the age of 115 years.  The result is a 
mean annual total yield of 7.3 m
3
 ha
-1
. The economic loss caused by following the yield 
maximizing principle instead of economic optimization may be up to 28% of the net 
present value, depending on interest rate and carbon price. The undisturbed stand 
depicts a case where the stand is artificially regenerated and then develops without 
harvesting. Given 1% interest rate and a carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
, such a choice will 
yield a net present value of €3546 ha
-1
.  
The solution that maximizes discounted net carbon sequestration represents a case 
where the only forestry objective is to abate climate change. To approximate a positive 
but low time preference for net emissions, we assume a 1% interest rate. In this case, 
continuous cover management is optimal and the steady state is maintained by 
harvesting only the trees that have moved into the tenth size class (diameter 52.5 cm). 
This results in an annual yield of 3.2 m
3
 ha
-1
, almost all of which is sawlog. Given a 
carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
, the net present value amounts to €15436 ha-1 – about half of 
the net present value generated under a profit maximization objective.  
Optimal carbon storage 
Carbon storage in the stand includes the carbon stored both in living and dead trees, and 
it follows the development of stand volume (Figures 9, 14 and 15). In economically 
optimal solutions, however, natural mortality remains low and hence almost all of the 
carbon storage in the stand is in living trees.  
Carbon storage in wood products develops according to harvests and decay rates, both 
specified separately for sawlog and pulpwood. Clearcutting eliminates the carbon 
storage in the stand but causes a strong increase in carbon storage in products (Figure 
14). The latter, however, quickly decreases as a consequence of product decay, since 
about one third of the yield from the clearcut is pulpwood. The carbon storage in 
products accumulates from one rotation to the next, but the accumulation is limited by 
exponential decay. As a result, the initial carbon storage in products reaches a steady  
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Figure 14. Total carbon storage, including carbon storage in the stand and in wood products, 
with zero carbon price and 2 % interest rate. Note: product adjusted net subsidy system, 
w = €1000 ha
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state: carbon storage in products in the beginning of the rotation equals the storage in 
the end of the rotation (e.g. the third rotation in Figure 14). Given 2% interest rate and a 
carbon price of €20 tCO2
-1
, continuous cover forestry is optimal (Table 2). Starting from 
bare land, carbon storage both in the stand and in products reaches a steady state after a 
transition phase (Figure 15).  
Mean carbon storage both in the stand and in products decreases with interest rate 
(Table 2). With a higher interest rate it is optimal to keep less capital in the stand. This 
implies that trees are harvested from a smaller size-class, resulting in a smaller yield. 
Higher carbon price works in the opposite direction by rewarding volume growth and 
high sawlog-ratios: the size of the harvested trees, as well as the stand volume, increases 
with carbon price (Table 2). Thus mean carbon storage in the stand invariably increases 
with carbon price. While mean annual sawlog yield and carbon storage in products 
generally increase with carbon price, a regime shift from clearcuts to continuous cover 
forestry causes a small decrease in both. In the clearcutting solutions, large yields are 
produced by the intensive thinning of the large initial cohort and in the clearcut. These 
peaks are not included in the continuous cover steady state. However, due to higher 
carbon storage in the stand, the mean total carbon storage – in the stand and in products 
– increases monotonously with carbon price. As with the biomass model, the effect of 
carbon pricing on carbon storage is the stronger, the higher the interest rate.  
Discounted net carbon sequestration is defined as the sum of all future periodic net 
carbon flows, each discounted to the present moment, and increases monotonously with 
carbon price (Table 2). This approach reflects the notion that a given amount of net 
carbon sequestration today is more valuable than the same amount in the future. By 
comparing discounted net carbon sequestrations, we are able to discern different 
transition phases also in those continuous cover solutions where the steady states are 
identical (e.g. optimal solutions given 2% interest rate and the carbon prices €20 tCO2
-1
 
and €40 tCO2
-1
). 
In the undisturbed stand, mean carbon storage in products is obviously zero (Table 2). 
Due to the extremely high steady state stand density, the mean carbon storage in the 
stand (306 tCO2 ha
-1
) alone exceeds the sum of mean carbon storage in the stand and 
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mean carbon storage in products in the profit maximizing solutions. Yet total carbon 
storage is even higher, if management is optimized with the goal of maximizing 
discounted net carbon sequestration (Table 2). Carrying out continuous cover forestry 
by harvesting only very large, sawlog-heavy trees maintains a very high level of carbon 
storage in the stand (249.5 tCO2 ha
-1
) while also sustaining a substantial carbon storage 
in products (81.3 tCO2 ha
-1
). Thus, if the carbon stored in and released from wood 
products is taken into account, the most climate-friendly management solution is not to 
leave the stand completely undisturbed. However, the thinning solution that maximizes 
carbon storage is quite distinct from the profit maximizing solutions: only a very small 
number of large diameter trees is harvested.    
Effect of the subsidy system 
Thus far we have presented results for the product adjusted net subsidy system at a site 
of average productivity. Next we will study the effects of subsidy systems on rotation 
age and the choice between clearcuts and continuous cover forestry. Recall that the 
product adjusted net subsidy system takes into account the carbon that is stored in, and 
gradually released from, dead wood and wood products. In contrast, the net subsidy 
system only acknowledges the carbon stored in the stand itself, implying that harvesting 
a wood unit immediately releases its carbon content into the atmosphere. The opposite 
of this approach is the gross subsidy system, where the release of carbon from wood 
products is completely ignored on the basis of e.g. substitution effects in energy 
production or manufacturing.  
Given 2% interest rate and zero carbon price, the optimal solution is to carry out 
thinnings mainly in the fifth size class (diameter 27.5 cm) and drive the stand volume 
below 100 m
3
 ha
-1
 before letting it increase until to the clearcut at the age of 175 years 
(Figure 16). With a carbon price of €40 tCO2
-1
 and given the net subsidy system, 
thinning switches from the fifth to the sixth size class around the stand age of 90 years, 
leading to an increase in stand volume before it approaches the continuous cover steady 
state. Given the same carbon price, the solution under the product adjusted net subsidy 
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system is very similar: harvesting switches to the sixth size class five years later, but the 
continuous cover steady state is the same (see previous chapter for a more detailed 
analysis). Under the gross subsidy system, stand volume is kept somewhat higher than 
in the case without carbon pricing. However, unlike under the other systems, 
clearcutting is preferred to continuous cover management, and the rotation becomes 
shorter, not longer, than in the case with zero carbon price.  
A 3% interest rate is sufficiently high to render continuous cover forestry optimal under 
all subsidy systems as well as with zero carbon price (Figure 17). However, the effects 
of different carbon subsidy systems are visible in the steady states and the transitions 
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towards them. Without carbon pricing, the stand volume soon starts to decrease as 
harvesting heavily targets the fourth size class (diameter 22.5 cm), before switching to 
the fifth size class. Given a carbon price of €40 tCO2
-1
 under the net subsidy system, 
harvesting begins five years later, from the fifth size-class. Sixty years later harvesting 
switches to the sixth size class. Under product adjusted net subsidies the solution is 
identical except for the later and more gradual switch of harvesting from the fifth to the 
sixth size class. As in the case of 2% interest rate, the gross subsidy system results in a 
solution that is quite distinct from those yielded by the other subsidy systems. 
Harvesting begins five years earlier, targeting the fourth size class. In the continuous 
cover steady state some of the fifth and all of the sixth size class are harvested.  
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Figure 17. Optimal stand volume development under different subsidy systems with 3 %
interest rate. Note: w = €1000 ha
-1
, SI = 15.
Figure 17. Optimal stand volume development under different subsidy systems with 
3% interest rate. Note: w = €1000 ha-1, SI = 15. 
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These observations can be explained as follows. Under the net subsidy system, 
harvesting causes costs by subtracting the subsidies for the full amount of harvested 
volume. This creates a disincentive to harvest and decreases carbon revenues compared 
to the other subsidy systems. Taking into account the carbon stored in and released from 
wood products and any dead trees, as is done under the product adjusted net subsidy 
system, adds incentive to harvest only larger, sawlog-heavy trees. The gross subsidy 
system rewards gross volume growth, i.e. volume growth before harvesting. Thus 
carbon pricing gives incentive to enhance the growth of the stand as well as its yield. 
This is done by keeping more capital in the stand, compared to the solution without 
carbon pricing (Figures 16 and 17). Additionally, gross carbon subsidies increase the 
bare land value considerably and may, given a low interest rate, encourage clearcutting 
in order to advance the future rotations. 
In short, the effects of carbon subsidies on optimal stand management are sensitive to 
the subsidy system chosen. Optimal management solutions under the net subsidy system 
and the product adjusted net subsidy system resemble one another closely, but are 
clearly different from those under the gross subsidy system.  
Effect of the site type 
To study the effects of site type on the relative profitability of continuous cover and 
clearcuts, solutions were computed for three site types: SI = 11 representing poor 
growth conditions, SI = 15 representing an average productivity site (see previous 
chapter for a more detailed analysis), and SI = 19.5 representing a very productive site.  
Table 3 shows that the optimal solutions for the low, average and high productivity site 
differ considerably from each other (Table 2 shows more detailed results for the average 
productivity site). On the low productivity site, rotations are finite (though extremely 
long) when the interest rate is 1% and the carbon price below €40 tCO2
-1
. Higher 
interest rates and carbon prices render clearcutting suboptimal. The long planting delay 
and modest growth capacity translate to lower timber income and carbon subsidies and 
thus a lower net present value compared to the more productive sites. The opposite is  
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Table 3. Optimal solutions for site types  SI = 11, SI = 15 and SI = 19.5, under the product 
adjusted net subsidy system. 
  
SI = 11 SI = 15 SI = 19.5 
Interest 
rate 
Carbon  
price  
(€ tCO2
-1)  
Optimal 
rotation 
(years) 
NPV  
(€ ha-1) 
Optimal 
rotation 
(years) 
NPV  
(€ ha-1) 
Optimal 
rotation  
(years) 
NPV  
(€ ha-1) 
0.01 0 210 15031 145 26098 105 38591 
0.01 20 295 17431 155 29680 110 43388 
0.01 40 ∞ 19914 165 33357 115 48306 
0.01 60 ∞ 22439 175 37120 120 53354 
0.02 0 ∞ 4607 175 8827 105 14137 
0.02 20 ∞ 5995 ∞ 11192 115 17405 
0.02 40 ∞ 7504 ∞ 13653 130 20799 
0.02 60 ∞ 9102 ∞ 16170 145 24308 
0.03 0 ∞ 1634 ∞ 3813 125 6704 
0.03 20 ∞ 2509 ∞ 5308 130 9020 
0.03 40 ∞ 3433 ∞ 6957 ∞ 11445 
0.03 60 ∞ 4431 ∞ 8666 ∞ 13934 
 
true for the high productivity site: net present values are markedly high and rotations are 
short. The optimal management regime shifts from clearcuts to continuous cover 
management when the interest rate is 3% and the carbon price increases from €20 to 
€40 tCO2
-1
. 
Figure 18 depicts the optimality of continuous cover and clearcut forest management 
under product adjusted net subsidies for these three site types. Along each break-even 
curve the two management regimes are equally profitable. Note that unlike in previous 
break-even figures, the horizontal axis shows the carbon price, and regeneration cost is 
fixed at €1000 ha-1. The competiveness of continuous cover forestry increases with 
interest rate on all site types. On the poorest site, continuous cover dominates with the 
exception of extremely low interest rates. Increasing the carbon price from €0 to €20 
tCO2
-1
 widens the scope of continuous cover management, but any further increase has 
only a negligible effect. On the average site, clearcutting is optimal up to an interest rate 
of 2.1% with zero carbon price. A small increase in carbon price is not sufficient to 
change this, but from €10 tCO2
-1
 onwards the competitiveness of continuous cover  
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forestry increases with carbon price. On the most productive site and given no carbon 
subsidies, interest rates above 3.2% yield continuous cover solutions. Increasing the 
carbon price up to €20 tCO2
-1
 favors clearcuts, but increasing it further has the opposite 
effect and improves the competitiveness of continuous cover management: under a 
carbon price of €50 tCO2
-1
, continuous cover becomes optimal with interest rates above 
2.7%.  
In short, the more productive the site, the wider is the optimal application area of 
clearcuts. Better growth implies higher income from both timber sales and carbon 
subsidies, which in turn translates to a higher bare land value and a disincentive to 
postpone the future rotations. If the site is very productive, carbon pricing may favor 
clearcuts up to a certain price level by increasing bare land value. However, once the 
carbon price is sufficiently high to change the thinning solution, carbon subsidies start 
to support continuous cover management even on the most productive site. 
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Figure 18. The optimality of continuous cover forestry vs. clearcuts for site types SI = 11,  
SI = 15 and SI = 19.5. Note: product adjusted net subsidy system,  w = €1000 ha
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Figure 18. The optimality of continuous cover forestry vs. clearcuts for site types  
SI = 11, SI = 15 and SI = 19.5. Note: product adjusted net subsidy system, w = €1000 ha-1. 
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4. Discussion 
In this thesis we have analyzed the optimality of clearcuts versus continuous cover 
forestry in a setting where the society applies Pigouvian carbon subsidies to internalize 
carbon storage benefits of forestry. In the first section, the problem was approached 
using a continuous time biomass model that combines Schaefer-style biomass 
harvesting with the Faustmann rotation model (Schaefer 1957, Faustmann 1849). In the 
second section, the economic problem was studied using a detailed size-structured 
transition matrix model with empirically estimated growth functions.  
Following van Kooten et al. (1995), our carbon subsidy formulation allows us to take 
into account that while carbon is stored in living trees, it may also be stored in wood 
products to some extent. Within the size-structured setting, we add detail to this 
formulation by considering the specific rates for carbon release from dead wood, sawlog 
and pulpwood products over time (cf. Pihlainen et al. 2014). This approach, the product 
adjusted net subsidy, is the focus of our analysis. However, we make comparisons to 
two further subsidy policy possibilities: the gross subsidy system under which timber 
harvesting is assumed to cause no release of carbon, and the net subsidy system that 
only acknowledges carbon present in the living trees.  
Within the biomass setting, we show analytically that subsidized carbon storage 
postpones the start of thinning and increases the optimal stand volume. We also present 
numerical examples of this effect. If the carbon price is very high relative to stumpage 
price, it is optimal to begin thinning when the stand volume has already surpassed the 
growth-maximizing level. In this case the shadow value of stand volume and the direct 
net revenues from thinning are negative, and the stand is harvested in order to maintain 
optimal stand growth and carbon sequestration revenues.  
Within the size-structured setting, in addition to the timing of the first thinning, the 
harvesting solution adapts to carbon subsidization by changing the size class that is 
targeted at each moment. Thinning is invariably done from above, and the size of the 
harvested trees increases with carbon price. As it is always optimal to fully harvest the 
largest size class, this implies that stand volume increases with carbon price. These 
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effects cannot be observed when using the biomass approach which omits the internal 
stand structure. In other words, the main results on optimal thinning from the biomass 
approach are in line with those from the more realistic size-structured approach, but lack 
the latter’s concreteness and precision. The optimal paths of stand volume are within the 
same range in both models (see e.g. Figures 1 and 17). 
According to the analytical results from the biomass approach, carbon subsidization 
increases value growth at the moment of clearcut and decreases the interest cost on 
clearcut net revenues. This implies an incentive to postpone clearcutting (possibly ad 
infinitum). On the other hand, carbon subsidies increase bare land value and thus give 
incentive to advance the clearcut. The relative magnitudes of these opposite effects 
determine whether carbon subsidies lengthen or shorten the optimal rotation – and 
further, whether carbon subsidies favor continuous cover management or clearcuts. 
Numerical examples of the biomass approach suggest that rotation age tends to increase 
with carbon price. Under the product adjusted net subsidy system and given 3% (5%) 
interest rate, continuous cover management becomes optimal when the carbon price is 
€60 tCO2
-1
 (€40 tCO2
-1
) or above. The results from the size-structured approach confirm 
that rotation age increases with carbon price. Given 2% interest rate, increasing the 
carbon price from €0 to €20 tCO2
-1
 is sufficient to switch the management regime from 
clearcuts to continuous cover forestry.  
The carbon price required to make continuous cover forestry optimal is lower within the 
size-structured than the biomass framework. This can be attributed to several 
differences in the economic-ecological setup. One important reason is that the size-
structured model enables us to target thinning to trees of specific size, thus making use 
of the fact that large trees yield relatively more sawlog than small trees. Sawlog, in turn, 
is superior to pulpwood not only in terms of stumpage price but also in its ability to 
store carbon for extended periods. In clearcuts such targeted harvesting is by definition 
impossible. Thus the incentive to avoid clearcutting is stronger within the size-
structured setting. In this sense, a biomass model that omits the size-structure of the 
stand cannot fully capture the economic advantages of continuous cover forestry.  
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For the biomass model, the comparative statics of rotation age were analyzed also with 
respect to interest rate. Unlike in the case of the generic Faustmann formulation, a 
higher interest rate can lead to a longer as well as to a shorter rotation. Numerical 
examples suggest that rotation age increases with interest rate when carbon 
sequestration is subsidized. This is also confirmed by the results of the size-structured 
approach: when the interest rate is 3% or higher, continuous cover management is 
optimal regardless of carbon price. High interest rate makes it optimal to postpone or 
avoid the investment in artificial regeneration and to rely on natural regeneration.  
In a more general sense the optimal choice between clearcuts and continuous cover 
management depends on the combination of economic and ecological parameters. 
Within both the biomass and the size-structured framework, continuous cover 
management is the more competitive, the more expensive is artificial regeneration. 
Additionally, results from the size-structured approach show that the optimal scope of 
continuous cover management is the wider, the less productive is the site type. This is 
because a lengthy planting delay and moderate growth of the initial cohort discourage 
clearcutting. 
We show that the effect of carbon subsidization on the supply of wood and carbon 
storage in the stand is the more pronounced, the higher the interest rate. The higher the 
interest rate, the more profitable it is to shift net emissions forward in time by adapting 
management choices. Within the biomass framework and given interest rates ranging 
from 1% to 5%, low to moderate carbon prices increase mean annual wood supply from 
the stand.  
Results from the size-structured approach show that mean annual supply of wood, 
especially of sawlog, generally increases with carbon price. The only exception is the 
case where carbon pricing causes a switch from a clearcut regime to a continuous cover 
regime. Further, mean total carbon storage (in the stand and in products) increases 
monotonously with carbon price. Leaving the stand completely undisturbed – no 
thinning and no clearcuts – is economically suboptimal but results in the highest mean 
carbon storage in the stand. Given the product adjusted net subsidy system and positive 
time preference, mean total carbon storage would be maximized by a continuous cover 
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management solution where only a very small number of large diameter trees is 
harvested. 
Results from both the biomass and the size-structured approach suggest that optimal 
management is sensitive to the choice of carbon subsidy system. Within the biomass 
framework, all three systems yield distinctive results. Increasing the carbon price 
switches the optimal management regime from clearcuts to continuous cover under both 
the net subsidy and the product adjusted net subsidy system. However, under the gross 
subsidy system carbon pricing has little effect on rotation age. Within the size-
structured framework, solutions computed under the net subsidy system and the product 
adjusted net subsidy system resemble each other closely: carbon pricing changes the 
volume and structure of the stand significantly and supports continuous cover forestry 
instead of clearcuts. Under the gross subsidy system, carbon pricing increases stand 
volume slightly and may even shorten the optimal rotation compared to the solution 
with zero carbon price. Also noteworthy is that the forest owner’s income is 
dramatically higher under the gross subsidy system.  
Both our models differ from that of van Kooten et al. (1995) (and many similar models 
published later) since we include thinning and the possibility of continuous cover 
forestry. According to the numerical results of van Kooten et al. (1995), carbon 
subsidies increase rotation age, but with plausible carbon prices the effect is usually 
moderate. Our numerical results confirm that rotation age tends to increase with carbon 
price. However, our findings suggest that when thinning is taken into account, carbon 
prices within a realistic range may lengthen the rotation period considerably and lead to 
infinite rotations, i.e. to a switch from plantation type of forestry to continuous cover 
forestry. Based on numerical results, van Kooten et al. (1995) point out that the optimal 
rotation age can be infinite, if timber has no commercial value and releases all of its 
stored carbon at the time of harvest. Indeed, our analysis shows that if stumpage price is 
zero and carbon is completely released at harvest, it is optimal to neither thin nor 
clearcut the stand even when the model includes the option of thinning. However, we 
show that this is not the case when carbon is stored permanently in wood products or 
when wood is used as bioenergy and is a perfect substitute for fossil fuels. 
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Huang and Kronrad (2006) examine timber production with carbon subsidization in 
even-aged loblolly pine plantations. They optimize both rotation age and thinnings, 
although they set considerable restrictions on allowable thinnings. The applied carbon 
subsidy system includes subsidy subtractions according to mortality and harvested 
volume. However, no subtractions are made for merchantable portions of pulpwood and 
sawtimber because they are both assumed to be made into long-lived wood products. 
The authors state that the effect of carbon pricing on the optimal rotation age and the 
relative gain in net present value is larger on low-productivity sites than on high-
productivity sites, and larger for high interest rates than for low interest rates. Our 
results are in line with these findings (Table 3).  
Pohjola and Valsta (2007) study timber production and carbon sequestration in even-
aged Scots pine and Norway spruce stands, optimizing both rotation age and thinnings. 
Their subsidy/tax design assumes “that all the carbon is released to the atmosphere 
immediately after harvesting, excluding thus the carbon storages in wood products” 
(Pohjola and Valsta 2007), which corresponds to our net subsidy system. According to 
their results for Norway spruce, carbon pricing increases the rotation age, which 
matches our results. However, unlike in our solutions, carbon subsidization has only a 
slight effect on optimal thinning. Pohjola and Valsta (2007) also find that moderate 
carbon prices have a positive impact on the average timber yield. 
Pihlainen et al. (2014) and Niinimäki et al. (2013) study timber production and carbon 
storage in artificially regenerated even-aged stands of Scots pine and Norway spruce, 
respectively. Both use numerical optimization based on very detailed ecological models 
and take into account carbon stored in the stand and in timber products. Pihlainen et al. 
(2014) additionally consider the whole aboveground tree biomass including dead trees. 
The authors optimize rotation length, initial stand (planting) density and the number, 
intensity, timing and type of thinnings. According to the results in Pihlainen et al. 
(2014), carbon subsidization increases initial stand density. In general, stand volume 
throughout the rotation is the higher, the higher is the carbon price, which is in line with 
our results. The authors also find that carbon pricing lengthens the optimal rotation. 
Pihlainen et al. (2014) observe distinct solutions for net subsidy (which corresponds to 
our product adjusted net subsidy) systems and gross subsidy systems, implying that the 
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product decay rate has a significant effect on optimal management. Our results support 
this finding.  
According to Niinimäki et al. (2013), a “higher CO2 price tends to postpone harvests 
and increase basal area and standing volume”, which matches our results. Given the 
average productivity spruce site (SI = 15 approximates H100=24) and 1% interest rate, 
the authors report optimal rotation periods that range from 134 to 170 years for a carbon 
price range of €0 to €60 tCO2
-1
. These rotations are somewhat shorter than the optimal 
solutions in the present study, computed using a size-structured model. Given 3% 
interest rate, the rotations presented in Niinimäki et al. (2013) are even shorter, whereas 
ours are all infinitely long, i.e. continuous cover solutions. A likely reason for this is 
that the process-based model used in Niinimäki et al. (2013) omits the emergence of 
new trees via natural regeneration, implying that the growth of a stand decreases 
significantly as it ages. Hence clearcutting is eventually necessary to maintain a flow of 
forestry income. The approach of the present study, in turn, entails optimally utilizing 
natural regeneration as well as the option of postponing the clearcut indefinitely. In the 
case of the high fertility site (H100=30), the authors observe two tendencies that are 
prevalent also in our solutions: higher interest rate increases optimal rotation length, and 
carbon pricing amplifies this effect.   
However, in Niinimäki et al. (2013) the stand is allowed to reach a much higher volume 
than in our solutions. Therefore the average carbon storage in the stand is somewhat 
lower in our solutions. Norway spruce is a shade tolerant species and thus under even-
aged management and artificial regeneration thinnings can start substantially later than 
in our case, where the optimal utilization of natural regeneration requires controlling the 
stand volume from quite early on. Given the average productivity site, Niinimäki et al. 
(2013) report that the first thinning takes place when the stand is 63–97 years old 
(depending on interest rate and carbon price); we find that it is optimal to start thinning 
the stand when it is only 35–40 years old.  
Goetz et al. (2010) seems to be the first paper to study the economics of uneven-aged 
forestry with carbon sequestration. The authors state that their framework could be 
extended to naturally reproducing stands, but their “theoretical and empirical analysis is 
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framed within the context of a completely managed forest” where new trees are planted 
in pursuance of thinning (Goetz et al. 2010). The empirical model focuses on Scots pine 
in a Mediterranean context. According to their numerical results, an increase in carbon 
price leads to an increase in the number of trees in the stand through increased planting 
and decreased logging. The effect on the stand volume is not reported. Based on a 
sensitivity analysis, Goetz et al. (2010) find that the decay of carbon from wood 
products does not noticeably alter the optimal solutions. This is in contrast with our 
results as well as those presented in Pihlainen et al. (2014). The option of shifting to 
clearcut management is not considered in the paper. 
Pukkala et al. (2011) compare uneven- and even-aged management systems numerically 
in terms of timber, carbon and bilberry services. However, their approach differs from 
ours because of their use of the problematic “investment efficient” (IE) approach. The 
authors report the net present values and physical yields from optimized uneven- and 
even-aged management as well as those resulting from currently recommended even-
aged management. The effect of carbon pricing on optimal uneven-aged management is 
not explicitly addressed. For Norway spruce, they find uneven-aged management to be 
more profitable than even-aged regardless of carbon price, but the difference decreases 
when the carbon price is higher. For Scots pine, they find that increasing the carbon 
price from €15 to €30 tCO2
-1
 actually makes even-aged management by far more 
profitable. Pukkala et al. (2011) state that “the superiority of uneven-aged management 
increases with increasing discount rate”; and on the other hand, “increasing the discount 
rate shortens the optimal rotation lengths in even-aged management”. These findings are 
contradictory from the perspective of our setup, where an infinite rotation age implies 
optimality of continuous cover management, and the difference probably results from 
their very different model setup.  
Also Buongiorno et al. (2012) apply the IE approach for numerically optimizing the 
steady-state uneven-aged management for carbon sequestration and timber production. 
The study concentrates on comparing the IE objective and stand characteristics given a 
cutting cycle of 5 or 20 years. When maximizing the IE objective including combined 
carbon storage and timber production, they find that stand basal area and volume 
increase with carbon price. This is, despite of the divergent optimization method, in line 
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with the analytical and numerical results of the present study. The authors also state that 
as the carbon price increases from zero to NOK 300 tCO2
-1
 (  €36 tCO2
-1
), both annual 
harvest volume and carbon storage increase; with higher carbon prices harvest volume 
decreases. At first sight, this resembles our result that wood supply generally increases 
with carbon price but may decrease when carbon pricing extends the still finite rotation 
(Table 2, Figure 8). However, while our result follows from the opposing effects of 
increased mean stand volume and lengthened rotation, the latter effect cannot explain 
the result of Buongiorno et al. (2012), because their optimization framework does not 
include the option of clearcutting. Hence the observed conflict between carbon storage 
and wood production must, in their case, follow from exceeding the growth-maximizing 
stand volume. 
Parajuli and Chang (2012) apply the “generalized Faustmann formula”, a variation of 
the IE approach, to study uneven-aged management of loblolly pine stands with carbon 
sequestration. Because of the aforementioned optimization method and other 
problematic features, the results of Parajuli and Chang (2012) should be interpreted with 
some caution. To determine the optimal cutting cycle and residual growing stock for 
joint production of timber and carbon sequestration the authors try out different 
combinations of cutting cycles within a time interval that equals the least common 
multiple of each potential cutting cycle and the optimal timber-only cutting cycle of 10 
years. The value of the cutting cycles that succeed the said time interval is claimed to be 
captured by a “future land value”, which is varied in sensitivity analysis.  According to 
the authors, including carbon sequestration benefits did not alter the optimum 
management regimes significantly. Parajuli and Chang (2012) compute the carbon 
benefits by comparing the joint production solution to the timber-only solution, whereas 
our study takes into account the positive externality of carbon sequestration in its 
entirety.  
The role of forest management choices in climate change mitigation, as well as the need 
for improved carbon accounting and policies, are subjects of ongoing discussion 
(Ellison et al. 2011, Malmsheimer et al. 2011, Bellassen and Luyssaert 2014). One of 
the intensively discussed questions has been whether the use of forestry biomass for 
energy or products is carbon neutral. The carbon neutrality view is based on the notion 
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that losses of carbon caused by harvesting are offset by new biomass regrowth (cf. 
Holtsmark 2015, 20–24). We will next explain why this assumption is problematic and 
how it is connected to international climate policy. 
First, it is argued that wood use is physically carbon neutral if the forest carbon stock is 
stable or increasing within a relevant spatial and temporal frame, but it is unclear how 
that frame should be defined. One of the arguments presented against biomass use 
carbon neutrality is carbon debt (Lamers and Junginger 2013, Kallio et al. 2013). The 
time span between the emissions from wood use (e.g. combustion or product decay) and 
the eventual re-sequestration of the released carbon through biomass growth may be 
considerable. This lag is made significant by the urgency of mitigating climate change. 
In a more general sense, CO2 sequestration and emissions take place at different points 
of time, and making the social benefits and damages associated with these flows 
commensurable requires some form of discounting. Instead of referring to carbon debt 
and comparing various payback times as in Pingoud et al. (2012) and Zanchi et al. 
(2012), we find it useful to track the values of both carbon sequestration and emissions 
dynamically over an infinite time horizon by discounting their social values to the 
present moment.  
Using the Faustmann model, McDermott et al. (2015) show that carbon neutrality of 
biomass use can be refuted by comparing the optimal solutions with and without carbon 
pricing: the difference between the net present values of these solutions is the negative 
externality associated with harvesting wood for energy production. Similarly, but with a 
model that includes thinning and the option of applying continuous cover management, 
we have shown that pricing carbon according to its social value impacts optimal 
management solutions, and from the economic point of view carbon neutrality may 
occur only accidentally. Thus, there is a strong argument for Pigouvian policies to 
internalize the benefits and costs caused by forest management. Next, we will briefly 
comment on whether such policies are applied within the existing climate policy 
framework and how the situation might be improved.   
The political designation of biomass use as carbon neutral was originally motivated by 
the IPCC accounting principles: “any excess of releases over regrowth will show up as a 
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loss of C [carbon] stock and will be accounted for in the land use sector” (Zanchi et al. 
2012). In this framework, the assumption of carbon neutral biomass use is necessary to 
avoid double counting (IPCC 2015). Thus the notion of carbon neutrality is inherently 
tied to a complete carbon accounting system for the land use sector, but such a system 
does not exist on the global or EU level (Zanchi et al. 2012). Currently the European 
Union Emissions Trading Scheme lists “leaves, wood, roots, stumps and bark” as 
biomass considered carbon neutral (European Commission 2007).
8
 Thus the ETS 
creates incentive to substitute wood products for fossil inputs. However, as there is no 
corresponding pricing mechanism in place for carbon stored in and removed from 
forests, the system fails to account for the changes in forest carbon stocks and cannot 
guarantee that regrowth equals harvests (cf. Ellison et al. 2014, McDermott et al. 2015).  
In fact, if wood is to be completely exempted from CO2 emission liabilities at the point 
of its use, it should be subject to emissions policy at the point of its removal from the 
forest. In terms of the carbon subsidy formulations presented in this thesis, this would 
mean applying the net subsidy system, where subsidies are paid or subtracted according 
to the change in stand volume. The problem with this approach is that it treats wood 
used for durable goods (e.g. construction) identically to wood burned for energy, even 
though the former may store carbon for considerable periods of the time and the latter 
causes instant emissions.  
The first-best solution would be to treat emissions as emissions independently of their 
origin. Emissions – from fossil or renewable sources – would be priced where and when 
they occur: at the point of combustion or product displacement and decay. This implies 
that carbon storage in forestry would be subsidized according to the gross subsidy 
system, i.e. no subsidy subtractions for harvested volume, and emission liabilities would 
be assigned to wood users instead, as in the general equilibrium framework in Tahvonen 
(1995). However, such a system might be unfeasible for practical reasons.  
                                               
8 This premise is refuted e.g. in a recent Joint Research Centre technical report for the European 
Commission, asserting that “the assumption of biogenic carbon neutrality  is  not  valid  under  policy  
relevant  time  horizons  - -  if carbon stock changes in the forest are not accounted for”. (Agostini et al. 
2013, p. 18.) 
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To understand the effects of carbon storage on forest management and how this depends 
on the utilization of wood we apply various carbon subsidy systems. Our results suggest 
that the design of the subsidy policy may have considerable impacts on forest 
management choices, forestry income as well as government expenditure. However, 
these differences may be partly due to assuming exogenous prices. For example, were 
the gross subsidy system applied in the context where wood product users are liable for 
the emissions caused by combustion or decay, demand for different wood product types 
would be very likely to change. This in turn, would alter the optimal management 
solutions. Hence the understanding of the effects of subsidy policies would be deepened 
by using a model that includes market interactions. However, such analysis is not 
possible without a framework for studying management choices on the stand level. To 
this end, we have presented a way to optimize forest management – including the choice 
between clearcuts and continuous cover forestry – under carbon subsidization.  
In Finland, arguments have been presented that maximizing sustained yield 
simultaneously maximizes the carbon stored in forests (Kauppi and Mäntyranta 2014). 
Such an outcome is clearly impossible even if wood is used in bioenergy and fully 
replaces emissions that otherwise occur in burning of fossil fuels. More generally, 
volume maximization arguments neglect discounting, failing to appreciate that carbon 
storage through forestry essentially means shifting net emissions – and damages – 
forward in time. Additionally, these arguments are based on an unnecessarily narrow 
forestry framework, where the option of switching to continuous cover management is 
excluded from the outset. 
International climate policy and carbon accounting rules are still taking form. 
Furthermore, the status of forestry within this context is subject to negotiation, and we 
hope to contribute to that discussion in a way that may facilitate policy design. Hence, 
we utilize a carbon subsidy formulation that is general enough to accommodate different 
assumptions on product decay and time preference. By applying the product adjusted 
net subsidy system, we show that when the carbon both stored in and released from 
wood products is taken into account, carbon pricing favors neither maximal forest 
resource utilization nor complete protection. Instead, higher stand density, long 
rotations and a possible switch to continuous cover management, with an emphasis on 
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harvesting large trees with a high sawlog ratio, represent the economically efficient 
methods to decrease net carbon emissions. The optimal regime shift between forestry 
based on clearcuts and maintaining continuous forest cover is a completely new result in 
the carbon sequestration discussion. The importance of this extension is further 
underlined by the recent views that forests heterogeneity (age, size and species 
structure) may play a central role in maintaining forest resilience under disturbances 
caused by climate change (Gamfeldt et al. 2015, Gauthier et al. 2015).  
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5. Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have presented a way to study economically optimal forestry with 
carbon storage by determining the optimal management system endogenously: Unlike 
previous studies, we do not limit the analysis to even-aged or, alternatively, uneven-
aged forestry, or to a comparison of the two based on two distinctive models. Instead, 
we use a coherent optimization framework that allows us to show how changes in 
various economic and ecological parameters may bring about management regime 
shifts. We demonstrate that using a continuous time biomass model, the effects of 
carbon subsidies on optimal clearcut and continuous cover forest management can be 
studied analytically as well as numerically. The results produced by this approach are 
economically intuitive and can be compared to results from existing numerical studies, 
many of which they support. However, the analytical results reached by this model 
setup come with a price, because the biomass model represents a strong simplification 
of the complex dynamics of uneven-aged forest stands. Thus, we have proceeded to 
study a similar economic problem with a more realistic ecological model, a size-
structured transition matrix model. The results obtained by this approach are largely 
consistent with those from the biomass approach, but paint a considerably more realistic 
picture of stand development and optimal harvesting. Objectives for further study 
include a more detailed economic setup with fixed harvesting costs, variable harvesting 
intervals and multiple species stands.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Transition matrix model, run file. AMPL with Knitro. 
 
############## Model with subsidized carbon storage 
 
reset; 
model product_CO2.mod.txt;   
data product_CO2.dat.txt;   
 
option solver knitroampl; 
option display_eps 1e-05; 
option knitro_options "maxit=2000 opttol=1.0e-6 ms_enable=1 ms_maxsolves=3 
outlev=0 par_numthreads=3"; 
 
#loops for carbon price and interest rate 
print "r, pc, maxt, (delay+maxt+1)*5, objective, ymeanyr, ysmeanyr, cdiscsuminf, 
cCO2discsuminf, mortvmeanyr, CO2inlivemean, CO2inlivedeadmean, 
CO2intotalmean, CO2meanyr, CO2discsuminf" > (filebest); 
 
for {e in 0.01..0.03 by 0.01} { 
 for {u in 0..60 by 20} { 
   
  let pc:=u;  
  let r:=e; 
   
  for {i in 1..49}{ # loop for optimizing maxt --> rotation length 
    let maxt:=7+i; 
    reset data h; 
    solve; 
    print ""; 
    print pc,r,w,maxt; 
    print ""; 
    if solve_result_num <> 0 then solve; 
if round(objective,4) >= round(bestobj,4) and solve_result_num = 0 then     
{  
# check whether NPV is higher with this maxt than with the previous one 
   let bestobj := objective; 
   let bestmaxt := maxt; # save the superior maxt as bestmaxt 
    } 
    
  print "maxt:", maxt, "Rotation length:", (delay[SI]+maxt+1)*5,   
"objective:", round(objective,4), "exit code:", solve_result_num > 
(filename);  
    # print for each maxt 
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  } 
  let maxt := bestmaxt; # choose the maxt that yields the highest NPV 
  solve; 
   
  # print the solution of the chosen, best maxt 
 display maxt, (delay[SI]+maxt+1)*5, objective, bestobj, N, BA, sv, mortv, 
mortvyr, y5, yyr, ys5, ysyr > (filename); 
display CO2, CO2yr, CO2inlive, CO2insaw, CO2inpulp, CO2indead, 
CO2inproducts, CO2inliveproducts, CO2inlivedead, CO2intotal  > 
(filename); 
  display c,cCO2 > (filename); 
 display ymean, ymeanyr, ysmean, ysmeanyr, cdiscsuminf, cCO20disc, 
cCO2discsuminf, mortvmean, mortvmeanyr, CO2inlivemean, 
CO2inlivedeadmean, CO2intotalmean, CO2mean, CO2meanyr, 
CO2discsuminf > (filename); 
  option display_1col 0; 
  option display_width 1000; 
  display x > (filename);  
  display h > (filename);  
   
 print r, pc, maxt, (delay[SI]+maxt+1)*5, round(objective,2), 
round(ymeanyr,4), round(ysmeanyr,4), round(cdiscsuminf,4), 
round(cCO2discsuminf,4), round(mortvmeanyr,4), 
round(CO2inlivemean,4), round(CO2inlivedeadmean,4), 
round(CO2intotalmean,4), round(CO2meanyr,4), 
round(CO2discsuminf,4) > (filebest); 
   
  let bestobj := -10000; # default bestobj to be surpassed  
 } 
} 
close; 
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Appendix 2. Transition matrix model, mod file. AMPL with Knitro. 
 
############## Model with subsidized carbon storage 
 
###### Silvicultural variables and parameters 
 
# latitude: 61.9  
 
param SI; # site index 
set SIs ordered; 
 
param maxt; # period of clearcut 
param delay {e in SIs}; # planting delay, for each site type 
 
param maxs; # number of size classes 
param x0 {s in 1..maxs}; # initial stand structure  
param vols {s in 1..maxs, e in SIs};   
 # sawtimber volume of a tree in each size class, for each site type  
param volp {s in 1..maxs, e in SIs};   
 # pulpwood volume of a tree in each size class, for each site type 
       
param DBH {s in 1..maxs}; # tree diameter in each size class  
param bas {s in 1..maxs}; # basal area per tree in each size class  
      
  
param a; # parameter to limit ingrowth when land is bare 
 
var h {s in 1..maxs, t in 0..maxt} >= 0;  
 # the number of harvested trees from each size class --> control variable 
       
var x {s in 1..maxs, t in 0..maxt+1} >= 0;  
 # the number of standing trees in each size class in the beginning of a period
       
var N {t in 0..maxt+1}=sum{s in 1..maxs} x[s,t];   
 # the total number of trees in the beginning of a period  
      
var BA {t in 0..maxt+1}=sum{s in 1..maxs} bas[s]*x[s,t];  
 # basal area of the stand in the beginning of a period 
 
###### Bollandsås et al. (2008) growth specifications 
 
var BAL{s in 1..maxs-1, t in 0..maxt+1}=bas[s]*x[s,t]/2+sum{i in s+1..maxs} 
bas[i]*x[i,t];  
 # basal area of trees larger than the tree in question 
 
var m {s in 1..maxs, t in 0..maxt+1}=(1+exp(-(-2.492-0.020*DBH[s]+3.2*(10^-
5)*DBH[s]^2+0.031*BA[t])))^-1;  
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 # fraction of trees that die during the period, for each size class  
 
var g {s in 1..maxs-1, t in 0..maxt+1}=(17.839+0.0476*DBH[s]-11.585*(10^-
5)*DBH[s]^2-0.3412*BAL[s,t]+0.906*SI-0.024*BA[t]-0.268*61.9)/50; 
# fraction of trees that move into the next size class during the period, for each size class 
 
var ING {t in 0..maxt+1}=(43.142*(BA[t]+a)^(-0.157)*SI^0.368*100^0.051)/(1+exp(-
1*(-2.291-0.018*BA[t]+0.066*SI+0.019*100))); 
# ingrowth: number of new trees entering the smallest size class 
# var ING {t in 0..maxt+1}=0; # to follow Kilkki-Väisänen-Clark model with no natural 
regeneration 
 
###### Silvicultural variables and parameters, cont. 
 
var y5{t in 0..maxt} = sum {s in 1..maxs} (vols[s,SI]+volp[s,SI])*h[s,t];  
 #total yield in a 5yr period 
var yyr{t in 0..maxt} = sum {s in 1..maxs} (vols[s,SI]+volp[s,SI])*h[s,t]/5;  
 # annual total yield  
var ys5{t in 0..maxt} = sum {s in 1..maxs} (vols[s,SI])*h[s,t];  
 # sawtimber yield in a 5yr period 
var yp5{t in 0..maxt} = sum {s in 1..maxs} (volp[s,SI])*h[s,t];  
 # pulpwood yield in a 5yr period 
var ysyr{t in 0..maxt} = ys5[t]/5; # annual sawtimber yield 
var ymean=(sum{t in 0..maxt}y5[t])/(maxt+delay[SI]+1);  
 # mean periodic total yield over a rotation 
var ymeanyr=ymean/5; # mean annual total yield over a rotation 
var ysmean=(sum{t in 0..maxt}ys5[t])/(maxt+delay[SI]+1);  
 # mean periodic sawtimber yield over a rotation 
var ysmeanyr=ysmean/5; # mean annual sawtimber yield over a rotation 
 
var sv{t in 0..maxt+1} = sum {s in 1..maxs} (vols[s,SI]+volp[s,SI])*x[s,t];  
 #stand volume m3 
var dsv{t in 1..maxt}=(sv[t]-sv[t-1])/5; # annual stand growth 
var mortv {t in 0..maxt}=sum {s in 1..maxs} m[s,t]*x[s,t]*(vols[s,SI]+volp[s,SI]);  
 # volume of new dead wood in period t 
var mortvyr{t in 0..maxt} = mortv[t]/5; # annual volume of new dead wood in period t 
var mortvmean = (sum{t in 0..maxt}mortv[t])/(maxt+delay[SI]+1);  
 # mean periodic mortality over a rotation 
var mortvmeanyr = mortvmean/5; # mean annual mortality over a rotation 
var dsvgross {t in 0..maxt}=(sv[t+1]+mortv[t]+y5[t]-sv[t]);  
 #stand growth before mortality and harvest in 5yr period 
 
 
###### Economic variables and parameters 
 
param r; # interest rate 
param b:=(1/(1+r))^5; # discrete time discount factor 
param cc; # clearcut stumpage prices > thinning stumpage prices 
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param ps; # stumpage price for sawtimber  
param pp; # stumpage price for pulpwood   
param w; # regeneration cost 
 
var c {t in 0..maxt}>=0; # timber revenues received in the end of period t 
var cdiscsuminf = (b^delay[SI]*(sum{t in 0..maxt-1} 
b^(t+1)*c[t]+cc*c[maxt]*b^(maxt+1)))/(1-b^(maxt+1+delay[SI]));  
 # discounted timber revenues over the infinite time horizon 
 
 
###### Carbon storage 
 
param pc; # carbon price 
param myy; # amount of CO2 stored in volume unit of wood 
 
### The product adjusted net subsidy system:  
param gs; # decay rate of sawtimber products 
param gp; # decay rate of pulpwood products 
param gd; # decay rate of dead wood 
param alfas:=gs/(gs+r); #rate of carbon release after harvest for sawtimber   
param alfap:=gp/(gp+r); #rate of carbon release after harvest for pulpwood 
param alfad:=gd/(gd+r); #rate of carbon release after harvest for dead wood 
 
### The net subsidy system:  
# param alfas:=1; 
 # net subsidy system: rate of carbon release after harvest for sawtimber 
# param alfap:=1;  
 # net subsidy system: rate of carbon release after harvest for pulpwood 
# param alfad:=1;  
 # net subsidy system: rate of carbon release after harvest for dead wood 
 
### The gross subsidy system:  
# param alfas:=0;  
 # gross subsidy system: rate of carbon release after harvest for sawtimber 
# param alfap:=0;  
 # gross subsidy system: rate of carbon release after harvest for pulpwood 
 
var CO2inlive {t in 0..maxt+1}= myy*sv[t];  
 # CO2 stock in living stand 
 
var cCO2 {t in 0..maxt};  
 # carbon subsidy revenues in period t 
var cCO20disc = b^(delay[SI])*(pc*CO2inlive[0]);  
 # carbon sequestration subsidies for the planting delay, discounted 
 
var CO2 {t in 0..maxt}= myy*(sv[t+1]-sv[t]+(1-alfad)*mortv[t]+(1-alfas)*ys5[t]+(1-
alfap)*yp5[t]);    
 # CO2 net sequestration in period t 
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var CO2yr {t in 0..maxt}= CO2[t]/5;  
 # annual CO2 net sequestration 
var CO2sum = CO2inlive[0]+sum{t in 0..maxt} CO2[t];  
 # sum of CO2 sequestration over a rotation 
var CO2mean = CO2sum/(maxt+delay[SI]+1);  
 # mean periodic CO2 sequestration over a rotation 
var CO2meanyr = CO2sum/(5*(maxt+delay[SI]+1));  
 # mean annual CO2 sequestration per year over a rotation 
var CO2discsuminf = (b^delay[SI]*(CO2inlive[0]+(sum{t in 0..maxt} 
b^(t+1)*CO2[t])))/(1-b^(maxt+1+delay[SI]));  
# discounted CO2 net sequestration flow over the infinite time horizon (sequestration 
during delay included) 
 
var cCO2discsuminf = (cCO20disc+b^delay[SI]*sum{t in 0..maxt} 
b^(t+1)*cCO2[t])/(1-b^(maxt+1+delay[SI]));  
# discounted carbon revenues over the infinite time horizon (sequestration during delay 
included) 
 
var CO2insaw {t in 0..maxt+1}; # CO2 stock in sawtimber products 
var CO2inpulp {t in 0..maxt+1}; # CO2 stock in pulpwood products 
var CO2indead {t in 0..maxt+1}; # CO2 stock in dead wood 
 
var CO2inproducts {t in 0..maxt+1} = CO2insaw[t]+CO2inpulp[t];  
 # CO2 stock in wood products 
var CO2inliveproducts {t in 0..maxt+1} = CO2insaw[t]+CO2inpulp[t]+CO2inlive[t];  
 # CO2 stock in living stand and products 
var CO2inlivedead {t in 0..maxt+1} = CO2inlive[t]+CO2indead[t];  
 # CO2 stock in living and dead trees 
var CO2intotal {t in 0..maxt+1} = CO2insaw[t]+CO2inpulp[t]+CO2inlive[t]+ 
CO2indead[t];  
 # CO2 stock in living and dead trees and products 
 
var CO2inlivemean = sum{t in 0..maxt+1} CO2inlive[t]/(maxt+delay[SI]+1); # mean 
CO2 stock in living trees over one rotation 
var CO2inlivedeadmean = sum{t in 0..maxt+1} CO2inlivedead[t]/(maxt+delay[SI]+1); 
# mean CO2 stock in living and dead trees over one rotation 
var CO2intotalmean = sum{t in 0..maxt+1} CO2intotal[t]/(maxt+delay[SI]+1); # mean 
total CO2 stock over one rotation 
 
 
###### Parameters for the optimal rotation loop 
param bestobj default -10000; 
param bestx {s in 1..maxs, t in 0..maxt+1}; 
param besth {s in 1..maxs, t in 0..maxt}; 
param bestmaxt; 
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###### The economic problem 
 
maximize objective: 
 (-w+cCO20disc+b^delay[SI]*(sum{t in 0..maxt-1} 
b^(t+1)*(c[t]+cCO2[t])+cc*c[maxt]*b^(maxt+1)+cCO2[maxt]*b^(maxt+1)))/(1-
b^(maxt+1+delay[SI]));  
 # maximize the present value of net revenues from this and all future rotations 
 #(sum{t in 0..maxt}y5[t])/(maxt+delay[SI]+1); # MSY objective function 
   
subject to restriction1 {t in 0..maxt}:  
 x[1,t+1]=ING[t]+(1-m[1,t]-g[1,t])*x[1,t]-h[1,t];  
 # trees in the smallest size class in the beginning of period t+1 
 
subject to restriction2 {s in 1..maxs-2, t in 0..maxt}: 
 x[s+1,t+1]=g[s,t]*x[s,t]+(1-m[s+1,t]-g[s+1,t])*x[s+1,t]-h[s+1,t];  
 # trees in size class 2...maxs-1 in the beginning of period t+1 
 
subject to restriction3 {t in 0..maxt}: 
 x[maxs,t+1]=g[maxs-1,t]*x[maxs-1,t]+(1-m[maxs,t])*x[maxs,t]-h[maxs,t]; 
        # trees in the largest size class in the beginning of period t+1   
 
subject to restriction4 {t in 0..maxt}: 
 c[t] = sum {s in 1..maxs} (ps*vols[s,SI]+pp*volp[s,SI])*h[s,t]; 
# timber revenues received in the end of period t 
 
subject to restriction5 {s in 1..maxs}: 
 x[s,0] = x0[s]; 
 # initial stand structure 
 
subject to restriction6 {s in 1..maxs, t in 0..maxt+1}: 
 x[s,t]>=0;  
 # non-negative number of trees in each size class 
   
subject to restriction7 {t in 0..maxt}: 
 cCO2[t] = pc*myy*(sv[t+1]-sv[t]+(1-alfad)*mortv[t]+(1-alfas)*ys5[t]+(1-
alfap)*yp5[t]);  
 # carbon net subsidies received in the end of period t   
 
subject to restriction8a: 
 CO2insaw[0] = 0;  
 #initial CO2 stock in sawtimber products 
   
subject to restriction8b {t in 0..maxt}: 
 CO2insaw[t+1] = CO2insaw[t]*(1-gs)^5+myy*ys5[t];  
 #carbon stock in sawtimber wood products in the beginning of period t + 1  
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subject to restriction9a: 
  CO2inpulp[0] = 0;  
  #initial CO2 stock in pulpwood products 
   
subject to restriction9b {t in 0..maxt}: 
  CO2inpulp[t+1] = CO2inpulp[t]*(1-gp)^5+myy*yp5[t];  
  #carbon stock in pulpwood wood products in the beginning of period t + 1 
  
subject to restriction10a: 
  CO2indead[0] = 0;  
  #initial CO2 stock in dead wood 
   
subject to restriction10b {t in 0..maxt}: 
  CO2indead[t+1] = CO2indead[t]*(1-gd)^5+myy*mortv[t];  
  #carbon stock in dead wood in the beginning of period t + 1  
   
 subject to restriction11: 
        sv[maxt+1] <= 0.0001;   
  ## obligation to clearcut at maxt 
 
###### filename generation for result files 
param filename symbolic = 
("product_CO2_SI"&SI&"_delay"&delay[SI]&"_cc"&cc&"_"&r&"_pc"&pc&".t
xt"); 
param filebest symbolic = 
("product_Co2_SI"&SI&"_delay"&delay[SI]&"_cc"&cc&"_ALL.txt");  
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Appendix 3. Transition matrix model, dat file. AMPL with Knitro.  
 
############## Model with subsidized carbon storage 
 
# latitude: 61.9  
 
param SI:=15; # site index 
set SIs:=11 15 19.5; 
 
param maxt:=56; # maximum rotation length 
param delay:= # planting delay, for each site type 
11 5 
15 4 
19.5 3 
; 
 
param maxs:=12; # number of size classes 
param a:=0.741; # x0=100; #constant to constrain the level of ingrowth when basal area 
is zero 
 
param DBH:= 
          1 75 
          2 125 
          3 175 
          4 225 
          5 275 
          6 325 
          7 375 
          8 425 
          9 475 
         10 525 
         11 575 
         12 625; 
 
param vols: # sawtimber volume of a tree in each size class, for each site type 
 11   15  19.5:= 
1 0  0 0 
2 0  0 0 
3 0  0 0 
4 0.21435 0.23419 0.23419 
5 0.39553 0.44578 0.44578 
6 0.61681 0.68392 0.68392 
7 0.85638 0.96304 0.96304 
8 1.11749 1.25313 1.25313 
9 1.40218 1.57421 1.57421 
10 1.68841 1.89981 1.89981 
11 1.97974 2.21442 2.21442 
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12 2.28072 2.56544 2.56544 
; 
 
param volp: # pulpwood volume of a tree in each size class, for each site type 
 11   15  19.5:= 
1 0.01285 0.01374 0.01374 
2 0.06061 0.06664 0.06664 
3 0.15062 0.1669 0.1669 
4 0.06857 0.0808 0.0808 
5 0.06052 0.06482 0.06482 
6 0.04872 0.05975 0.05975 
7 0.04593 0.04978 0.04978 
8 0.0437  0.05039 0.05039 
9 0.03787 0.04324 0.04324 
10 0.03573 0.03925 0.03925 
11 0.03329 0.03317 0.03317 
12 0.03035 0 0 
; 
 
param bas:= # basal area of a tree in each size class 
   1 0.0044178648  
           2 0.012271846      
           3 0.024052818 
           4 0.039760781 
           5 0.059395736 
           6 0.082957681 
           7 0.11044661 
           8 0.14186254 
           9 0.17720546 
           10 0.21647536 
           11 0.25967226 
           12 0.30679615; 
                                                                      
# initial stand structure 
param: x0:= 
           1  2000 
           2  0                    
           3  0                        
           4  0                      
           5  0                   
           6  0                   
           7  0                  
           8  0 
           9  0                  
          10  0 
          11  0 
          12  0; 
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param r:=0.03; # interest rate 
param cc:=1.1; # clearcut stumpage prices > thinning stumpage prices 
param ps:=55.46; # stumpage price for sawtimber    
param pp:=23.71; # stumpage price for pulpwood   
       
param w:=1000; # regeneration cost     
 
param pc:=25; # carbon price 
param myy:=0.733;  
# amount of CO2 stored in volume unit of wood / Niinimäki et al. (2013) 
 
### The product adjusted net subsidy system 
param gs:=0.03138;  # decay rate of sawtimber products / Liski et al. (2001) 
param gp:=0.34832;  # decay rate of pulpwood products / Liski et al. (2001) 
param gd:=0.05467;  # decay rate of dead wood / Hyvönen & Ågren (2001) 
 
